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ÀBSTRÀCT

The objective of this study was to examine the Deerwood SoiI

and Ï,iater Management Àssoc iat ion members' on-f arm exper i -
ences with soil and water conservation and to suggest means

of improving these techniques, enhancing wildlife habitat,

and extending these practices province wide. Forty-five
act ive members r.¡ere randomly selected f rom the Àssoc iat ion

and interviewed during the summer of 1989. Most members

farmed on the escarpment, farmed fuI1 time and operated

mixed grain and livestock operations. Most learned of the

DSWMA through neighbours and joined out of personal interest
in conservation. Surveyed members were very pleased with

the project's operations. The DSWMA model was well received

by farmer's because it encouraged local participation in

identifying locaI resource issues and prospective management

options; it coordinated agencies conservation programs with

farmers' conservation activities; it fostered the exchange

and accumulation of agricultural and wildlife habitat con-

servation information; and it facilitated the demonstration

of site specific land management practices under local con-

ditions. Several recommendations vlere provided to improve

the operation of the DSWMA model and facilitate its exten-

sion throughout agro-Manitoba.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1 .1 PREÀI{BLE

"when the land does well for its owner, and the
owner does well by his land - when both end up
better by reason of their partnership - then we
have conservat ion. " (Leopold 1 939 )

This excerpt from "The Farmer as a Conservationist" is
characteristic of Leopold's blend of idealism and practical-
ity. Many of his presentations were based on the need for a

state of "harmony between man and land" (Meine 1987). Hugh

Bennett, who has been called "the father of soil conserva-

tion", held a similar ideology

So direct, in fact, is the relationship between
soil erosion and the productivity of the land and
the prosperity of the people that the history of
mankind, to a considerable degree at least may be
interpreted in terms of the soil and what has hap-
pened to it as a result of human use (Paarlberg
1986).

Bennett realized the need for a "comprehensive farm conser-

vation plan approach" that would extend the concept of land

husbandry (Cohee 1gg7). Convinced of the need to incorpo-

rate all the aspects of good land use, Bennett and Leopold

integrated measures to control soil erosion, improve flood

control and wildlife management (ibid).
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Many aspects of modern soil conservation and v¡ildlife

management practices on farmland have stemmed from these

early beginnings. It is important to conservation develop-

ment to expand traditional thinking and analysis for future

conservation policy development (Paarlberg 1986) and ensure

the resource base is protected, even enhanced, thereby guar-

anteeing agricultural productivity for future generations

(Canadian Environmental Advisory Council 1984).

To manage natural resources so that the interests of a11

Canadians are represented, and to conserve soil, water and

wildlife is a task which requires support from both the farm

and non-farm communities (Sparrow 1984). However, the prima-

ry responsibility for good land management falls upon the

private landowners.

"Most of what needs doing must be done by the
f armer himself . There is no conceivable v¡ay by
which the general public can legislate crabapple
trees, or grape tangles, or plum thickets to grow
upon these barren f enceror.¡s , roads ides , and
slopes" (Leopold in Miene 1987).

Farmers are individuals and like anyone else their vrays

of operating and conducting business differ considerably

from one another. It is for this reason that farmers can be

categorized as "innovators, early adoptors, early

majority, Iate adoptors, and laggards" (Kraft et at 1986).

Each of these groups requires a variety of types of informa-

tion in different amounts and at different times.

"Agencies must focus on what is called the criti-
cal 10 percent of the agricultural population.

2



These farmers are not innovators or early adop-
tors; they are part of the large group labeled as
the early-late majority. These are farmers who
need a little prodding to induce them to accept
conservation practices that have already been suc-
cessfully demonstrated by the innovators and early
adoptors. This 10 percent is important in pulling
late adoptors a1ong" (Kraft et aI i986).

The Deerwood SoiI and Water Management Àssociation (nSwue)

in southern Manitoba is a group of innovative farmers demon-

strating conservation. The Association is Iocated approxi-

mately 120 km (75 mi) south-west of Winnipeg on the Pembina

escarpment (rig. 1.1). Soil and water erosion problems in

the area are of great concern to many local farmers. In

response to these concerns, the DSWMA was formed to coordi-

nate the implementation of a comprehensive soil and water

management plan for the upper reaches of the Tobacco Creek

watershed.
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MAIIITf¡BA

Figure 1 .1

DSWMÀ PROJECT ÀREA
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1.2 ISST'E STATEMENT

The DSWMÀ project is a prototype of progressive soil and

water conservation activities. The activities are integrat-

ed into the individual farm management plans of the members

to address soil and water management problems where they

originate. In addition, the project exhibits alternate land

uses generated from improved soil and water management and

the effects of these practices on farm operations, soi1,

water and wildlife habitat.

The DSWMÀ project has the potential, as a prototype of

soil and water conservation practices, to demonstrate to

other interest groups the means to ensure the agricultural
land base is sustained. The practicaÌ experience of the

DSWMA members may be used to improve these techniques and

extend their application to other farm groups.

This study examined DSWMA member's on-farm experiences

with soil and water conservation practices, perceived

effects on wildlife habitat, and potential off-farm effects.

-5



1 .3 oB;IECTIVES

The intent of this study was to examine farmers' experiences

with soil and water conservation practices on their farming

operations, the perceived effects on wildlife habitat, and

the potential off-farm effects. The objectives are:

1. to examine farmers' perceptions of the cost-effec-
tiveness of the soil and water management techniques

used by the DSWMA on their or,/n farms,

2. to examine farmers' perceptions of the social and

economic effects created through the adoption of

these practices on their own land,

3. to solicit recommendations to enhance the delivery of

the DSWMA and Àgri-Food program, and

4. to assess the general effects of these soil and water

management prac t ices on w i ldl- i f e habi tat .

Based on farmers responses and the literature, this study
recommended:

1. ways to enhance these soil and water management prac-
t ices ,

2. methods to further enhance wildlife habitat, and

3. how to extend the principles of the DSWMA model to
other areas.

6-



1.4 DEFINITION OF TERMS

Soi1 degradation is the "umbrella" term used to

describe declining soil quality, as evidenced by ero-

sion, organic matter breakdown, nutrient loss, and

salinization (Hoechst 1984).

Wind erosion is the loss of dry unprotected soil by

strong winds. Soils become more susceptible to wind

erosion frorn excessive tilIage, summerfallowing, and

crop residues or cover crops not being in place (scC

1986).

Water erosion occurs when the amount of water present

is greater than the soil's capacity to absorb precip-

itation or runoff (scc 1986).

Conservation Tillage is any of a variety of non-in-

version types of tillage where a minimum of 30 per-

cent of the soil surface remains covered with crop

residue after planting.

1 .5 ÀSSI'MPTTONS

This study assumed that the interviewed farmers expressed

their own opinions and attitudes. It also assumed the per-

sonal views and opinions of the interviewer did not bias the

answers.

1.

2.

3.

Ã.
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1.6 stuMARY

The previous sections discussed the Deerwood Association's

concern for soil and water degradation and interest in com-

bating this problem. The remaining chapters include a lit-

erature review on soil and water conservaLion techniques and

wildlife habitat enhancement on private lands, a detailed

outline of the methods, an analysis and review of the

results, and conclusions and recommendations based on the

survey results. The questionnaire is presented in appendix

A.
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Chapter II
T,ITER.ATT'RE REVIEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Soil management for long term sustained production has

received much less attention than soil management for short

term economic gains. Soil is only as good a renewable

resource as is its long term management practices. With

short-term management, the soil inevitably suffers irrevers-
ible damage (SCC 1986). Unfortunately, these production

based agricultural practices have received further encour-

agement through government policies and programs. Although

there has been much research on the causes of soil degrada-

tion, there has been little effort until late1y to implement

soil and water conservation practices on Canadian farmland.

On farm demonstrations of alternative technologies must

place more emphasis on the short and long-term economic

costs and benefits of the practices (rSnpC 1988). Farmers

need to become more aware of the soil and water conservation

practices that are to their benefit and the benefit of wild-
life.

9



2.2 HISTORICAL BÀCKGROT]ND

2.2.1 Soil Conservation in Canada

The once common perception that Canada has an abundant agri-

cultural land base as depicted by posters placed in Europe

in the late 1890's to entice people to take advantage of the

..."free farms for the millionIs]" and "free farms of 160

acres" in the vast Canadian plains has changed. Concern

for the long term sustainability of the land base has lead

to increased actions by provincial and federal governments.

The federal government has no authority to directly regu-

Iate the use of private land (witfr the exception of the Àer-

onautics Àct) within provincial boundaries. However, they

can influence private land use through financial vehicles,

regulatory powers and investment activities. Federal pro-

grams and policies that affect private land use include:

* fiscal policies such as taxation, federal monetary

and trade,

* sectoral support programs which include income

support and economic assistancet

* regional development programs such as the Eco-

nomic and Regional Development Àgreement (ERDÀ),

* federal lands managed as national parks and

community pastures,

t public works such as railroads and airports,

- 10



regulatory po!¡ers which include transportation

rates, marketing boards, chemical uses, and

* research and information activities in agricul-

ture, forestry, energy, and technical information

for the industrial sectors (t"tanning 1983).

Soil degradation occurs in all parts of the country at a

cost to farmers of over $1.3 billion annually (Rennie 1985).

Thirty eight percent of farm net income nov¡ is associated

with soil degradation, which for many farmers represents the

difference between profit and loss ( ibid) . The prairie

provinces contain almost 80 percent of Canada's productive

agricultural land. Thus, the agricultural industry is

extremely important to the western economy. Primary and sec-

ondary agricultural sectors account for 8.4 percent of

regional economic activity,

employment in this region.

and for 1 1 .6 percent of total

Soil erosion by wind and water is the most common form of

soil degradation in Canada. Erosion reduces the amount of

organic matter, weakens soil structure, Iowers water holding

capacity, and lowers soil productivity (scc 1 986) . Under

natural conditions, soil erosion is off-set by a similar

rate of soil formation. However, present conventional ti1-

Iage practices have increased the rate of erosion while

reducing the rate of soil formation (ibid).
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The western provinces have lost 5.2 million hectares, or

14 percent of the f arml-and, due to topsoi 1 eros ion (Ànderson

and Knapic 1 984 ) . Wind erosion in the prairies has

increased as the widespread practice of removing windbreaks

to facilitate the use of larger machinery has occurred. The

extremely dry conditions for most of this decade also accel-

erated these wind erosion problems. Water erosion is also

increasing rapidly due to inappropriate cropping practices.

It accounts for more than half of all topsoil lost in the

prairie region (scc 1985).

The Canadian constitution, under sections 92 and 92A,

entrusts the provinces with the power to plan and manage the

use of the private and public lands. The provinces, there-

fore, are responsible for the management of the land and the

agencies governing land use planning.

The federal government influences land use in several

v¡ays. It is the planning agency for federal lands and lands

in the territories. It influences various economic and

social sectors through their policies and programs which, in
Lurn, affect the use of the land by individuals. the man-

agement of the Canadian l-and resource base, therefore, very

much involves both Federal and Provincial governments.

12



2.2.2 SoiI and Water Conservation in Manitoba

The responsibility for soil and water conservation in Mani-

toba is divided mainly between the Department of Agriculture
(una) and the Department of Natural Resources (¡foNn). While

the MDA does conduct some field work associated with soil
conservation, the majority of conservation activities are

conducted by the MDNR.

The Water Resources Branch of the MDNR promotes and

develops conservation districts under The Conservation Dis-

tricts Àct (pnn¡ 1983). The objective of the conservation

districts (Cp) is to implement comprehensive soil and water

conservation management activities on a watershed basis

(ibid). They are active in soil management, water erosion

control, agricultural land drainage and conservation educa-

tion (t"tanitoba Cooperator 1986). Currently, there are six

CD's, which encompass over 1.8 million hectares of farmland

(pers. comm. , P. McGary 1 990 ) .

The Planning Act has raised concerns over the jurisdic-

tion of conservation. Under it, the Department of Municipal

and Urban Affairs has authority to be involved in all
aspects of land use planning. This has raised the concern

that conservation planning may become the dual departmental

responsibility of The Conservation Districts Àct and The

Planning Act (Pnna 1983).

13



2.2.3 ReqíonaL Resource Manaoement

The regional agriculture Iand management concept involves

the integration of agricultural production, environmental

conservation and wildlife considerations through the devel-

opment of "landscape mosaics" (Frank undated). The principle

management feature involves the site specific allocation of

appropriate land use activities. In effect, the highest

quality farmland is used for intensive crop production,

while the intensity of use gradually declines as the quality

of the farmland decreases until there is a full transition

to intensive wildlife management. This overall management

concept is the basis of the landscape mosaic.

The landscape mosaic concept fosters the amalgamation of

private and societal agricultural interests. Unlike private

interests, which focus on present productive capabilities,

societies interests are infinite because of the responsibil-

ity to future generations. Unfortunately, these different

time horizons have often created tensions over production

activities and management issues. However, the cooperative

atmosphere required in the development of landscape mosaics

bridges these time horizons and supports both groups objec-

tives. Farmers benefit from public assistance by implement-

ing conservation measures to sustain the productivity of the

landbase and the development of more economically efficient

and profitable production practices. Taxpayers benefit from

the preservation of the farmlands productivity, the mainte-

14



nance of wildlife habitat and a healthy and diverse wildlife
populat i on .

Farm management plans are critical to the development of

landscape mosaics. Typical conservation practices are fa11

zero ti11 seeding, reduced tillage, grassed waterwâys,

delayed or modified hayingfgrazing, impounding surface water

runoff, permanent forage establishment on marginal crop-

lands, and the enhancement of critical wildlife habitat on

non-cropland (ibid). These conservation activities are

presently being implemented variously in Manitoba through

the existing CD's and conservation groups"

The implementation of a regional agricultural management

plan requires detailed planning and landowner cooperation.

Àpart from direct and indirect econornic benefits, farmers

may also gain satisfaction by participating. By seeing how

their own farm management plans complement the regional

plan, landowners receive "justification" and "social motiva-

tion" to participate in the overall plan (ibid). The DSWMA

is a model conservation organization actively pursuing the

development of a comprehensive conservation project, which

has implications for a regional agricultural plan for the

entire Pembina escarpment.

- 15



2.2.4 Deerrood Soil and l{ater Manaqement Association

The Deerwood area, which is characterized by moderate to

severe slopes, experiences water management problems that

include both excesses and deficits (t'taddison 1983) (rig.

2.1). Historically, considerable soil erosion and flooding

on and below the Pembina Escarpment have been caused by

spring runoff and flash rains, exacerbated by excessive Land

clearing, drainage and cultivation. The cumulative result

has been the loss of top soil, growth of gullies, and many

other related problems. There are frequent water shortages

for Iivestock and other farm uses late in the summer.

Studies on the Tobacco Creek watershed began in the

1 960's (Canada Department of Àgriculture 1 961 ) . Several

investigations and much discussion have focused on what

could be done to improve the situation. In 1981, the R.M.

of Thompson forwarded a request to the Provincial Minister

of Agriculture for assistance to demonstrate a soil and

water management project on Tobacco Creek. In association

with the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Àdministration (erna),

a study of the water and land problems in the watershed was

conducted (t'taddison 1 983 ) .

Maddison concluded that surface water-runoff control,

water-supply problems, and excessive l-and drainage were

major issues of concern in the area. He suggested that con-

servation farming should be implemented, such as permanent

16
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cover on poorer soi1, field shelterbelts, conservation til-
lage, retention of crop residue stabilization of gully

embankments, and forage crops in erosion-prone areas would

reduce soil- erosion and retard surface runoff. He recom-

mended an evaluation of the feasibitity of constructing

small headwater retention structures for flood control and

wildlife habitat enhancement.

In 1984, the federal and provincial governments initiated
the Agri-Food program under the Economic and Regional DeveI-

opment Àgreement (ERDA). Under this five year agreement,

the federal government contributed fi23 million and the prov-

ince $15.3 million. The program consisted of research, eval-

uation, demonstration, and education projects designed to

improve the present profitability and future viability of

agriculture in Manitoba (Manitoba Cooperator 1986). ÀI1

projects eligible for funding were cooperatively designed

with producers and agri-business (researchers, government

staff, processors and suppliers). The Deerwood Soil and

Water Management Àssociation (oSwua) was formed under this
Àgreement.

The Deerwood Association was directed by a nine member

board of directors and a project manager. In conjunction

with the PFRÀ and MDÀ, the Association administered a five
year $359,000 budget designed to implement programs based on

the following targets set in 1985:

18



1. eliminate summerfallow and reduce tillage for erosÍon

cont rol ,

2. increase contour farming and gul1y stabilization to

reduce erosion problems,

3. enhance shelterbelts to reduce wind erosion and snow

accumulation in drainage channels,

4. manage bush lots and native cover,

5. increase acreage of forage crops to reduce wind and

water erosion and flood damage,

6. construct headwater-retention structures to reduce

water erosion and flood damage in downstream areas

(oswue,1986).

The DSWMÀ also works with Ducks unlimited (Canada) which

provides financial, technical and public relations assis-

tance for water retention structures, gtazing management,

and conservation tillage demonstrations.

The focus has been on water erosion and flood prevention.

A network of 34 small water control structures have been

constructed to manage on-farm flooding and erosion, while

enhancing ground water recharge, stock watering, backflood

forage production, and thereby improving habitat for wild-
Irte.

Various soil and water management practices have been

initiated to complement the flood control dams. with such an

integrated water management system, it is anticipated that

-19



more moisture'r¡ill remain at the point of origin - where it
is needed most and in the process reduce down stream

flooding and bolster summer stream flows.

Examples of the techniques the Àssociation uses in con-

junction with water control structures to demonstrate com-

prehensive soil and water management are (rab1e 2.1):

1. Shelterbelts - members have planted 54.1 km (33.8 mi)

of field shelterbelts mainly for wind erosion protec-

tion and snow retention.

Forage and pasture renovation over 1120 ha (2800

ac) have been renovated, including critical areas

(marginal land subject to severe water or wind ero-

sion) and problem areas (less erodible areas with

higher wa.ter tables leading to salinity problems).

Green manure crops - annual legumes versus summerfal-

Ìow have been demonstrated on 48 ha (120 ac ) , showing

the effects of legume fallow on nitrogen and residue,

reduced nitrogen requirements, increased snow reten-

tion, reduced wind and water erosion, improved water

infiltration and reduced soil crusting.

Conservation tillage reduced and zero tillage
projects demonstrate surface residue retention, using

specialized equipment, chemicals, and yield improve-

ments.

Grassed waterways - natural waterways are widened,

gently sloped, flat-bottomed channels seeded to for-

2.

3.

d.

5.
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age. They illustrate reduced erosion, forage produc-

tion, and farm machinery access. Fifteen grassed

waterways have been completed covering 14.4 km (g

mi).

6. GuIly stabilization concentrate on water courses

with severe erosion problems. GulIies are sloped and

grassed down to prevent further widening of the gul-

Iy. Four sites have been constructed.

TÀBLE 2.1

DST^IMÀ PROJECT ACTTVITIES ( 1985_89 )

PROJECT YEÀR

1985 '1986 1 987 1 988 1 989 TOTÀL

CONSERVATION
TI LLAGE
ha(ac)

104
(260)

100
(2s0)

471
( 1178 )

249
(622)

407
(1017)

1331
(3327 )

WATER
RETENTION
STRUCTURES

( number )

3 I 4 13 6 34

SHELTERBELTS
km(mi )

2.4
(1.5)

9.3
(5.8)

8.0
(s.0)

4.0
(2.5)

30.4
(1e.0)

54. 1

( 33.8 )

GULLY STÀB &

GRÀSSED
WÀTERWÀYS

( nurnber )

0 5 I 3 3 19

FORAGE
& PASTURE

IMPROVEMENTS
ha(ac)

0
(0)

199
(497 )

405
(1012)

224
(sse)

341
(852)

1180
( 2e50 )
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The Deerwood project demonstrates three different types

of water retention structures. They vary in height from 1.2

m (+ f t. ) dykes to 7.0 m (23.2 f t. ). Earth spillways are

designed for each siLe to accommodate runoff for a one-in-

ten year rainfall event.

MuIti-purpose Dams

These structures hold water for various seasonal, domes-

tic and irrigation uses. Each is designed with a 300mm (lZ

in.) drain pipe, gate and stand pipe. The stand pipe is
used to regulate seasonal storage, to control spring flood

water, to release the excess slowIy, and store some for the

summer. The dams are totally drained in the fall to prepare

for fuIl flood control potential in the spring. The average

construction cost is $5827 (ranging from $3,000 to $9790

each), with an average capacity of 6.65 acre feet (8.1 mi1-

lion litres or 1.8 million gal. ).

Dry Dam or Flood ControL Structure

These structures decrease peak flows by retaining water

for a short period of time, and reducing flow rate. The cost

of these structures range from $2000 to $8000.

Backflood Dams

These structures retain water at a shallow depth over

Iarge acreages of cropped or pastured lands. Water is



retained for at least two weeks before being released,

thereby greatly increasing soil moisture in the flooded area

to the benefit of crops and wildlife. There are seven back-

flood projects, which cost on average 94715 ($110 per acre

ft.) and hold an average 43 acre feet (SZ.l million Iitres
or 11 .7 million gal. ) .

2.3 SOIL ÀND WÀ,TER CONSERVÀTION TECI{I{IOT'ES

This section reviews literature related to the conservation

techniques used in the Deerwood project.

2.3.1 Conservation Tillaqe
Tillage with the mold board plow originated in England in

the late Eighteenth century (Hoechst 1984). Its use v¡as

believed to be beneficial in controlling weeds, managing

crop residues, preparing seedbeds, and even improving the

physical condition of the soil (pfriflips and Young 1973).

However, these benefits recently have been challenged due

largely to soil degradation and the conservation alterna-
tives noþr available which are of more sound and economic

value.

Conservation tillage is any

leaves the soil more resistant
1 management system that

erosion and conserves more

soi

to
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moisture than does conventional tiIlage, by retaining crop

residue on the surface. The U.S. Soil Conservation Service

(SCS) defines conservation tillage as ... "any tillage method

that leaves 3A% of. the soil surface covered with crop resi-

due af ter pJ.anting" (SCS 1983 ) . The amount of residue

required for soil protection, however, depends directly on

the erodibility of the soiI.

Conservation tillage creates the best possible growing

environment for crops while optimizing the conservation of

the soil and water resources (witmuss et al. 1973). Conser-

vation of these resources centres on residue management sys-

tems. These systems range from reduced tillage using conven-

tional tillage equipment to zero or no-ti11, which use

specialized equipment that minimize soil disturbance.

The MDÀ produced soil management guidelines which recom-

mend tillage operations based on soil erosion risk and resi-

due cover. The MDA recommends continuous cropping on soils
at slight, moderate and high risk of erosion, thereby elimi-
nating summerfallow operations (¡roe undated). Soils highly

susceptible to erosion are not recommended for annual crop

production, primarily perennial forage production. Recom-

mended tillage operations for soils with a slight to moder-

ate erosion risk are based on achievement of 50% ground cov-

er at time of seeding. The number of tillage operations

would, depending on the amount of residue produced, range
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between 2 and 4 cultivations on heavy residue cereal crops,

to 1 to 3 cultivations on heavy oil seed crops. On high ero-

sion risk soils, tillage operations would range from 1 to 3

cultivations on heavy cereal crops to 1 to 2 cultivations on

heavy oi1 seed crops. One cultivation is recommended on all
soils and crop types when Iittle residue exists (ibid).

Other techniques that complement conservation tillage
activities are crop rotations and cover crops, contour farm-

ing and strip cropping. Grass or legume forages are benefi-

cial to soils when used in rotation with cultivated crops,

because the dense root and vegetative cover formed reduces

soil erosion. When broken out, the residue improves soil
structure, thereby improving moisture infiltration and

resistance to erosion (Stewart et. a1. 1976). Corn following

a sod rotation, using conventional tillage equipment,

reduced soil loss from 14 to 68% of that without rotations
(ibid). The residual effect of sod rotations in reducing

soil loss may continue on a declining basis for 2 to 3 years

under conventional tiIIage. Conservation tillage rnay extend

this effect longer"

Cover crops, or green manure, are grasses, legumes or

small grains which are grown mainly to protect or improve

the soil. Soil losses can be reduced by up to 50% when fol-
lowing crops with lit.tIe residue cover (Papendick & Elliott
1984). The most practical benefits are realized when cover
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crops are planted in the fa11 for over-winLer protection.

They are also valuable for rest rotations which replace sum-

merfallow practices and improve ground cover to protect

against soil erosion, improve soil structure, and when

legumes are used, additional short term sources of nitrogen

for subsequent crops (grach 1989).

Contour farming is another technique that can further
reduce the risk of soil erosion while improving water infil-
tration. It is the practice of conducting tillage operations

across, rather than with, the slope. It is very effective at

controlling erosion especially on gently sloping terrain.
Soil erosion rates can be reduced by up to 50% (Hscrn 1983).

Strip cropping is similar to contour farming in that

crops are arranged in contoured strips to reduce wind and

water erosion. The practice involves alternating sod or

dense-growing crops, with less dense or row crops. On 2 to 7

% slopes, contour strip cropping can reduce soil erosion by

up to 75% as compared to cropping with the slope (scs 1983).

Àside from erosion control, conservation tillage provides

benefits to individual farmers and society at large. Short-

term benefits to the farmer include:
* reduced labour costs estimated to be eight to 20

percent of total costs of production (Crosson '1981 
,

Zenter and Lindwall 1978, Lindwa1I and Anderson

1e81),
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* reduced fuel consumption has been estimated to be up

to 40 percent depending on the type of conservation

titlage used (Striptey and Osborn 1973, Doster and

PhiIlips 1973),

* machinery costs can be reduced because equipment is

used 1ess, thereby lowering maintenance expenses and

extending the life of the implements (Striptey and

Osborn 1973).

2.3.2 Field Shelterbelts
Shelterbelt trees are supplied to farmers and other eligible

applicants at no cost other than shipping by the PFRÀ tree

nursery at Indian Head, Saskatchewan. In the Red River Val-

1ey/Pembina Escarpment area, PFRÀ has identified and

approved the following,species for use in shelterbelts:

Recommended species

* Lilac varieties * Buffaloberry
* Chokecherry * Green Àsh
* Poplar varieties * Colorado Spruce
* WhiLe Spruce * Scots Pine

Satisfactory species

* Caragana 't Manitoba Maple
* Willow varieties

( p¡'ne 1 981 )
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Single row fietd shelterbelts are generally recommended

by PFRA because they require less acreage, although two and

three rovr belts provide the best protection. The most

desireabl-e shelterbelts contain a mixture of tree species,

which provide a measure of control for disease and pests,

alIow for variation in soil moisture leve1s (Sutton 1983),

and provide wildlife habitat.

Field shelterbelts provide short and long-term benefits.
In the short-term, greater crop yields have been realízed
due to a reductions in damage to young seedlings from blow-

ing soil particles, newly seeded crop blowouts, and wind

blown swaths (Sutton 1 983) . Shelterbelts create microcli-
mates that protect crops, increase snow retention, and dis-
tribute snow, spreading moisture evenly over fields. They

reduce snow blockage and siltation in drainage systems (Sut-

ton 1983).

In the long-term, shelterbelts help sustain soil produc-

tivity by protecting the topsoil from wind erosion. Field
shelterbelts are also beneficial to wildIife. They provide

habitats for nesting, Ioafing, roosting, travelling and

feeding as well as winter cover for various species of birds

and smal-1 animals (Koechlmoos 1983 ) .
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2.3.3 Foraqe and Pasture Improvements

Incorporation of forages (especially Iegumes) into crop

rotations improves the productivity of the soil while reduc-

ing erosion. Significant benefits to soil structure,
increased organic matter 1eve1s, and reduced nitrogen appli-
cations can be realized using a one-third "farm in forage"

six year management plan (prna 1982). Forage rotations are

more economically viable to farmers with readly available

markets, such as livestock operations. Forage production,

however, offers diversity, thereby reducing economic depen-

dence on single commodity markets.

2.3.4 Gullv and Drain Stabilization
Drainage systems with little vegetative protection become

vulnerable to erosion when large volumes of water enter the

systems. GulIy erosion occurs when riIl erosion (surface

runoff accumulation in depressions which form well defined

channels) becomes so large that tillage becomes impossible

(prRe 1982). Poor management practices such as summerfallow-

ing and excessive incorporation of crop residue further agg-

ravate the problem.

Gully restoration can stop soil loss and bring unproduc-

tive land back into production. Grassed waterways are

broad, shallow channels that are seeded down to legumes or
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grasses to carry runoff across crop-land while minimizíng

erosion (Bonnefoy 1983). Channel vegetation reduces stream

flow velocity, traps solid materials, and reduces sediment

loads 30 to 50% (NSCrr 1983). Sediment removal is much more

effective if grassed waterways are wide and shallow to allow

for "sheet f1ow" (Brach 1989). They are much less effective
at removing very fine suspended particles and soluble nut-

rients.

Vegetated boarders are another erosion prevention tech-

nique which complement grassed waterways and drainage chan-

nels. Field boarders are strips of permanent vegetation on

the edges of fields that help reduce soil movement off cul-
tivated lands into drainage systems (ibid). They are most

effective for reducing erosion from end rovrs which run with

land contours. They also provide some sediment filtration
from sheet flow ( ibid) .

2.3.5 f{ater Manaqement

Winnipeg and the surrounding area receives an annual precip-

itation of 525 mm (21 inches) (uoa 1985). one half of this
precipitation falls during the growing season, 36 percent in

the late fall and early spring, and 24 percent as snow

(ibid). rn the Prairie region, crop yields may be increased

markedly with efficient utilization of all available mois-
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ture. Past tillage practices have deteriorated the soil
structure, leading to less infiltration and greater redis-
tribution of surface water during the growing season (nennie

1977\.

Nature often provides enough moisture for agricultural
crops, but not always during the growing season. Efficient
water management captures precipitation which falls outside

the growing season. Management begins where precipitation
fa11s in the field. Conservation til1age, crop residue,

stubble, and continuous cropping a1I aid in retaining pre-

cipitation, thereby increasing moisture infiltration and

reducing erosion.

Reduced tillage systems conserve soil moisture by main-

taining surface residue while imbedding the crop seed into
the moist .soil beneath without severely disrupting trash

cover (upa 1985). Crop residues on the soil surface reduce

evaporation, retain snow, reduce runoff and increase water

infiltration (ibid). Continuous cropping is an important

alternative to summerfallovr. Fallow retains only six to
thirteen percent of the precipitation. Continual cropping

utilizes 85 percent of the seasonal precipitation (ibid).

Stubble management is an effective means of improving

snor{ retention on fields, approximately 60 percent (Rennie

1977). Àt a very low cost to implement, such methods as

talI stubble, alternate height stubble, unharvested strips,
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or tatl stubble strips have proven effective in capturing

extra snow (Steppuhn Undated). Extra snow provides more

moisture, insulation against 1ow temperatures for over-win-

tering crops, and protection from soil erosion (ibid).

Effective on-farm water management involves development

of a comprehensive soil and water management program. Con-

servation tillage, crop residue, continuous cropping and

stubble management significantly reduce excess water runoff

but do not eliminate it. Water retention in the upper reach-

es of tributaries where water accumulation begins fur-

ther aids on-farm water management. Retention structures

constructed in the area provide protection against down-

stream flooding, increases ground water recharge, and

secures water for both agricultural and wildlife uses.

Many studies have illustrated the importance of water

retention structures in reducing peak flow levels in wat-

ersheds. The U.S. Soil Conservation Service (SCS) installed

floodwater retarding structures on Winter Creek in Ok1ahoma.

The structures controlled 56 percent of the runoff from a

8550 ha (21375 ac) area. Peak flows vrere reduced an average

of 61 percent (Schoof et aI. undated). Further, severe bank

erosion had been arrested and sediment yield was reduced 50

to 60 percent. Peak discharges that occurred on an average

every two and ten years before treatment were reduced to

every five and 100 years under post-treatement.
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The U.S. SCS conducted another similar pitot project in

North Dakota in the late 1 950's on the Tongue River. The

River, which originates in the pembina escarpment and frows

east to the Red River, has historically caused severe frood

damage to farmland and urban property (USOa undated). The

basic watershed management plan was to imprernent conserva-

tion measures that increased the rvater holding capacity in
the upper reaches of the watershed and released runoff so as

to prevent downstream flooding.

The project involved the placement of ten large water

retention structures. The combined water retention capacity
of the structures is near 20r000 acre feet, individually
ranging from 250 to 6300 ac ft (ibid). Four of the struc-
tures are equiped with delayed release mechanisms that
retain some spring runoff throughout the summer rnonths. The

added cost of this feature h'as paid by Iocal wildrife agen-

cies and municiparities. Recreational and domestic uses gen-

erated from the water have repayed Lhese investments.

The watershed management plan incorporated on-farm con-

servation activities such as crop residue management, shel-
terbelt establishment, grassed waterway construction, spe-

cial pasture management and farm pond construction. These

practices are anticipated to double the 50 year life expec-

tancy of the retention structures. Post construction frood-
ing damages have been reduced approximately 73% (ibid). Each
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dollar invested was expected to return $1.50 in measurable

flood protection benef its.

2.3.6 wíldlife HabiËat Enhancement on Private Lands

Àgricultural activities and habitat management need not be

mutually exclusive uses of the land resource. Àgricultural
practices which are generally good for the land are general-

Iy good for wildlife. wildlife can be very responsive to the

way land is used and managed, and when managed favourably,

the response can be dramatic.

wildlife habitat can be created in agricultural opera-

tions with Iitt1e or no adverse effects. A study by Higgins

(1976) on waterfowl nesting on intensely farmed areas indi-

cated untilled uplands supported greater duck nest densities

and production than annually tilled uplands. The five rnajor

habitat types, based on nest density, were untilled upland,

standing grain stubble, mulched grain stubble, summerfallow

and growing grain. Nesting densities were 12 times, and

hatch-clutch densities 16 times greater on untilled crop-

land. The principle limiting factor to waterfowl production

on intensely farmed lands were found to be poor quality

nesting cover due to intensive tillage operations and nest-

ing failures due to farm machinery and predators.

Waterfowl nesting densities and nesting success could be

enhanced by reducing fall tillage operations to retain more
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stubble residue, discontinuing the cultivation of road

rights-of-way, and providing better quality vegetative cover

on untilled uplands for waterfowl nesting and protection
( ibid) .

Development of habitat areas in areas uneconomical to

crop or susceptible to erosion increases habitat for wild-
life while preventing the possibility of serious soil ero-

sion. The construction of earthen darns across natural

waterways, for example, can be of considerable value to wat-

erfowl. The Àgricultural Experimental Station (1980) found

that shoreline length is a more important determinant of

brood success than pond area. However, emergent vegetation,

idle grasslands and pastures also are important.

Conservation tillage generall-y is beneficial to wildlife
as crop residue is left on the soil surface where it may

provide cover and food. wintering wildlife receive greater

use from undisturbed harvested crop fields than faI1 tilled
(CastraLe 1983). Some forms of falI tillage are as detrimen-

tal to the availability of waste grain for wildlife food as

the moldboard plow (warner et a1. 1984). Mulching residue

after harvest may maintain surface coverage, but greatly

decreases the value of the residue to wildlife as compared

to standing stubble (Brady 1985).

Waterfowl production rates on intensely tilled prairie

farmlands could be increased substantially with the adoption
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of zeto tillage seeding practices. Cowan (1982) found duck

nesting success on zeto ti11 cropland was improved over

annually tilled cropland. Larger areas of suitable nesting

habitat produced lower nest densities, which effectively
reduced predation rates. FalI zero ti11 seeding operations
provided the greatest benefit to waterfowl nesting produc-

tivity (ibid). The same study showed that spring zeto till
seeding operations r^¡ere up to three times more benef icial
than conventional spring seeding operations, when farmers

took measures to avoid damaging and exposing nests to preda-

tors.

The undercutter plow (stubble mulcher or noble blade

plow) is an effective conservation tillage implement that
penetrates and l-oosens the soil root zone while causing lit-
tle surface disturbance. This maintains soil moisture while
providing adequate weed control and wildlife benefits. The

undercutter may reduce bird nest mortality rates by 40 to 50

percent in wheat stubble, compared to 100 percent with sur-
face tillage equipment (Rodgers 1984). In addition, waste

grain and other foodstuff is maintained on the surface for
wildlife.

The management of uplands

ing wildlife habitat should

tive cover and food availabi
the following techniques be

tives:

for the primary use of generat-

concentrate on providing protec-

1ity. Podoll (1978) suggested

practiced to meet these objec-
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select grain varieties
Ieave standing stubble

avoid fa11 mulching to

spilt grains for feed

with strong stems

20cm (8in) in height or more

preserve stubble for cover and

include legumes in rotations for soil tilth, fertility

and nesting cover

avoid fallow tillage operations

The management of forage areas for livestock feed and

wildlife habitat can be incorporated into management plans

easily with littIe or no i11 effects to either interests.
When the secondary goal of forage production is the mainte-

nance of habitat, delaying the first cut in forage crops by

one week is one method of increasing the nesting success of

waterfowl and ground nesting birds. Although protein quality

may be reduced about two percent, this loss is offset by an

increase in the quantity of fibre (geintz et al. 1980).

When the secondary goal is forage production for Iive-

stock, PodoII (1978) suggests that the first cutting be

delayed until after July 15; machinery operating speeds be

maintained at 3 mph or less to reduce bird mortality; 6 or

more inches of stubble be maintained; and that cutting

activities commence in the centre of the field, moving con-

centrically toward the outside. Light grazing may also be

accommodated with proper management. Strips of grass cover
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or old fence rows between crops provide sites for loafing,
nesting, cover, and travel corridors. They also are valuable

for soil erosion control (Heintz 1980).

Certain grazing systems, when managed properly, utilize
vegetation resources more effectively and improve forage

production, which in turn benefits both agriculture and

wiIdIife. Rangeland habitat for birds and mammals is
improved with increased stubbre height which provides better
thermal protection, refuge, nest cover, and foraging oppor-

tunities (pnrsu 1988). The greatest benefits to v¡ildlife are

realized when grazing is limited between mid-May and mid-

June, and when at least 80% ot the annual growth is main-

tained (Podo11 1 978 ) "

PRISM (1988) categorized grazing systems as both unspe-

cialized and speciarized systems. unspecialized systems

incorporate continuous grazing and seasonally repeated graz-

ing. These are medium to high intensity grazing systems

which allow livestock unrestricted access to the whore pas-

ture during the entire season. Residual forage cover is
minimal, thereby leaving poor habitat for most species of

birds and mammals.

Specialized systems include deferred-rotation grazing and

rest rotation grazing. rn deferred-rotation grazing systems,

grazing on part of the total pasture area is delayed until
the major plant species have reached the stage of seed pro-
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duction. Rest rotation grazing was designed on the basis of

plant responses with Iittle consideration for the nutrition-

aI requirements of animals. Stock densities are increased

on portions of the pasture for long grazing periods during

the spring. Forced utilization of vegetation in this pas-

ture may be detrimental to vegetation, but seed production

or seedling establishment can occur in other parts of the

pasture through deferment.

Specialized grazing systems involve more intensive man-

agement, however, they improve forage production for live-
stock fodder and residual habitat for wild1ife. The quality

of management in grazing systems is more important for wild-
Iife habitat enhancement than the type of management system

used. If unspecialized grazing systems maintained a 50 per-

cent carry-over of crop residue, they would provide good

habitat. The duration and intensity of the grazing system is
more important than the type of system used. Ideally, any

system that provides for a delay of the initial grazing

time, deferal of grazing, or rest from grazíng wilI enhance

w i 1dl i fe habi tat .
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Chapter III
tÍETHODS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The preceding reviewed various soil and water conservation

techniques used by the DSWMA members. The next step is to

examine the participants experiences and perceptions of

these techniques. with input by individual farmers, a con-

servation philosophy can be instilled in the agricultural

community. The methods outlined here provided the basis for

this input. This chapter discusses the selection of the

study area and sample size, Lhe farmer survey, data process-

ing and analysis.

3.2 THE STI'DY AREA

The DSWMÀ project !¡as selected because of the high level of

conservation farming activities initiated by farmers in the

area. It is one of the first attempts in Manitoba to demon-

strate combined soil and water conservation techniques under

the 1985 ^Agri-Food agreement, and it is the most advanced

project demonstrating the incorporation of water retention

structures into farm soil and water management systems.
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The DSWMÀ is rocated in the south-centrar portion of the

province 120 km (ls mi ) south west of winnipeg along provin-
cial highway #23. It covers an area 160 km2 (100 mi.2) on

the Pembina Escarpment in the Rural Municipalities of Thomp-

son and Lorne, I km (s mi) on both sides of highway #23 and
'10 km (6 mi) f rom the lower to upper escarpment. Totar num-

ber of farms in the DSWMÀ area is approximately 575; 125 of

the farmers are DSWMÀ members. The rnajor rand use is agri-
culture, primarily mixed farming.

The area is characterized by moderate to severe slopes

which necessitate intensive conservation practices or

restricted crop production. Numerous tributaries of the

Tobacco creek and Boyne River originate within the Àssocia-

tion boundaries. It is within this watershed that DswMA mem-

bers are implementing water management and soil conservation
pract ices.

3.3 FÀR},TER SURVEY

À personally administered attitudal questionnaire formed the

basis of this descriptive survey. This technique was chosen

for the advantages personal interviews have over other gues-

tionnaire designs. The reliability and validity of respon-

dents identifications are not questionabrei the response

rates are higher than other forms of surveys; the interview-
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er can describe and explain

necessary (Bruce 1983), and

researcher are more persona

questions to respondents when

surveys administered by the

I (serdie and Ànderson 1974).

The descriptive survey is a commonly used approach to

assessing landowners attitudes. zit tlau (1979 ) used a per-

sonally administered questionnaire to assess landowners

attitudes toward natural resources, Sutton (1983) to evalu-

ate landowners attitudes toward field shelterbelts, Bruce

( 1 983 ) to evaluate the envi ronmental ef fect iveness , soc ial

acceptability and economic feasibility of soil and water

management techniques in the Turtle River watershed, and

Morgan (1985) to deterrnine attitudes of farmers in the prai-

rie pothole district of Manitoba towards wetland habitat

conservation.

The questionnaire consisted of open ended and fixed

response type questions. Many of the fixed type questions

followed a format similar to the Likerk scale. Ànswers to

specific questions vlere based on a numerical scale of 1 to

5, where 1 was the least and 5 the most favourable. The

mean or "average" score to each question could be deter-

mined, providing a measure of strength of a specific atti-

tude.

The questionnaire sras developed in consultation with the

faculty at the Natural Resources Institute, the Manitoba

Department of Àgriculture, Ducks Unlimited, and Wildlife
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Habitat Canada. The questionnaire consisted of eight sec-

tions:
1 . Landowner Inforrnation

2. General

3. wildlife
4. Conservation Tillage
5. Water Retention Structures

6. Field Shelterbelts
7. Gully Stabilization and Grassed Waterways

8. Forage and Pasture Improvement

Data was collected on the first three sections from all
interviewees and on selected sections thereafter, depending

on the activities of the members.

À survey sample r¡as identified in June, 1989 using cur-
rent membership information. At the Lime, the DSWMA had 106

members - 82 of which vrere actively demonstrating one or

more projects. Using a random number tab1e, a sample of 45

was drawn from the active portion of the membership.

À pretest was conducted in mid June on four DSWMA members

to identify ambiguous questions and minor clarifications
were made. Àt the same time, all members v¡ere contacted by

Ietter to introduce the researcher and inform members they

may be contacted for an interview. Farmers were contacted

by telephone to arrange dates and times most convenient for
them to respond. Interviews vrere conducted between June 23

and July 24, 1989.
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Two members from the original sample refused to be inter-
viewed. Reasons for refusal included "the interview

would take too long [and besides] I would get nothing out of

it" and "I'm not involved in it, my son is". Two addi-

tional members vrere chosen using the process described above

to make up the sample of 45. Two members $¡ere re-contacted

by phone after the interviews were complete to clarify dis-
crepancies relating to farm acreage values.

3.4 DATÀ ÀNALYSIS

The selection of the analytical techniques used in the anal-

ysis of the data vras dependent on the nature of the data

base. The majority of data v¡as ordinal in nature. Àna1yt-

ical techniques using data recorded in this form are some-

what restricted (O'crady 1986). Ðespite this limitation,
frequency histograms and bar charts were derived from the

data. Frequencies simply illustrate the distribution of the

recurrence of each response either as the actual number of

responses a variable receives or more usually as percentages

(weisberg and Bowen 1977).

The results were analyzed using the University of Manito-

ba main frame computer and Statistical Packages for Social

Sciences (SpSSx) software. The responses v¡ere analyzed with

reference to the literature. Based on the analysis, recom-
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ChaPter IV

ST'RVEY REST'LTS ÀND DISCUSSION

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The survey of DSWMÀ members lras carried out during June and

JuIy, 1989. Interviews were conducted with a random selec-

tion of 45 of the 82 active members. The active membership

was grouped into three categories: those with one, two, or

three or more projects, and fifteen interviewees were ran-

domly chosen from each category. OveraII, the results of

this survey are based on the following representation from

each project type: 50 percent of the members active in con-

servation tillage were interviewed along with 46 percent

active in the water retention structures, 21 percent in

field shelterbelts, 42 percent in grassed waterways and gul-

Iy stabilization, and 35 percent in forage and pasture

improvement activities. The most common project among sur-

veyed members was the forage and pasture improvement demon-

strations (nig. 4.1 ) .
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4.2 MEITIBER PROFIIE

Thirt¡r-four 06%) of the surveyed members farm on the

escarpment while 11 (24%) farm below. The dominant type of

operation is mixed grain and livestock (s6%) followed by

straight grain (33%l , livestock (9%), and other (2%).

rndividuar farm sizes range from 80 to 5r000 acres with
an average size of 946.8 acres (rig. 4.2). However, 44% of
farms are 640 acres or less in size. Most of the farmrand
(72%) is owned in whole or in part, which is similar to the
provincial average (75%) but slightly higher than the

nationar average (64%) (statistics canada 1987). Harf the

farmers (51%) do not rent land, 49% do.

Land distribution is shown in Fig. 4.3. curtivated lands

constitute 74 percent of the total, averaging zB7 ha (llg
ac) per farm unit. sixty-two percent have ress than zs6 ha

(640 ac) under curtivation. Hayland occupies I percent of

the totar farml-and (7% improved hayland, 1% unimproved hay-

land). Àlmost three quarters (73%) have improved haylands,

averaging 36 ha (89 ac)" onry 36 percent have improved pas-

tureland, averaging 36 ha (ll ac). rmproved pastureland is 3

percent of the total farmrand while unimproved pasturerand

is 6 percent. Àlmost harf (48%) have unimproved pasturerand,

averaging 48 ha (120. ac ) .

woodrands make up 7 percent of the totar reporting rand-

base. seventy-one percent of respondents have woodlands,
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averaging 39 ha (gl ac) each. Fifty percent, however, have

less than 20 ha (SO ac) of woodlands. Wetlands constitute 2

percent of the landbase. Forty percent of the respondents'

have wetlands averaging 13 ha (33 ac) per farm. However,

over fifty percent (53%) have wetlands less than 6 ha (15

ac) in size. Other land types include yard sites and

ravines, which make up 0.6 percent of the total farmland,

averaging I ha Q0 ac) per farm.

The majority of surveyed members (87%) farm on a full-
time basis, and have done so for five to sixty years (table

4.1). Thirteen percent farm on a part-time basis, and have

done so for three to thirty-six years (table 4.2). Two-

thirds of respondents are under 50 years of age (rig. 4.4)

The average age is similar to the provincial and Canadian

averages, however ages are less evenly distributed (Stats.

Can. 1987).

The majority of respondents (60%) are between 31 and 50

years of age. Thirty one percent (31%) have had some form

of post secondary education, including Àgricultural College

Diplomas and University Degrees.
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NUMBER OF
YEARS PERCENT

CUMULÀT]VE
PERCENT

1-10 10 10

11-20 39 49

21 -30 23 72

31-40 13 84

41-50 10 95

>50 5 100

n=39

TÀBLE 4.1

FULL-TIME FÀRMING EXPERIENCE

TÀBLE 4.2

PÀRT_TIME FARMING EXPERIENCE

NUMBER OF
YEARS PERCENT

CUMULÀTIVE
PERCENT

1-10 50 50

11-20 33 83

21 -30 0 83

31-40 17 100

41-50 0 100

>50 0 100

n=6
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4.3 GENERÀL ÀTTITT,'DES

During 1984/85, half (51%) of the surveyed farmers became

DSW¡44 members. A further 29 percent joined during the fol-
lowing year and a further 1 1 percent and 9 percent in 1987

and 1988 respectively. The majority (80%), therefore, have

answered the survey on the basis of four or more years'

experience as DSWMA members.

The most common method of finding out about the DSWMÀ was

through their neighbours (rig. 4.5). Personal interest in

soil and water conservation and the conservation activities
of the DSWMA were the main reasons why respondents joined.

Other reasons included:
* to become eligible for enrollment in projects
* common interest in erosion control and DSWMÀ

assistance in covering the costs of erosion control
* desire to expand knowledge of soil and water

conservation practices
x exchange of information r"ith other farmers

:k concern about water conservation/management and
Iand use practices

* desire for loca1 input on loca1 water activities (ie:
escarpment studies)

* habitat preservation
* demonstration of accumulated information advance

a step further and show/share experiences locaIly

The most common reason given for joining when they did was

that it was immediately after they were made aware of the

DS!.IMA.
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The extent to which financial and technical incentives

provided through the DSWMA influenced the respondents to

adopt soil and water conservation practices on their farms

is illustrated in Table 4.3. Technical assistance influenced

two-thirds of the members in a positive way. Financial

incentives influenced a majority of members (65%), but gen-

erally only to a slight degree. Nearly one-third replied

that the incentives had no influence on their joining the

DSWMÀ. Financial and technical incentives are, therefore,

both equally important in encouraging conservation activi-
t ies. PFRÀ (1987 ) revealed similar f indings ( f inanc iaI &

technical assistance had mean score of 3.4).

Overall, the DSWMA project has had a positive effect on

respondents' awareness, ski1ls and activities relative to

soil conservation (table 4.4). The demonstrations have also

had a positive influence on awareness of Lhe potentials of

improved moisture management. However, the significance of

this influence is uncertain due to extremely dry weather

during the late 1980's. The DSWMÀ's most profound effect
has been on respondents' avJareness of soil conservation and

moisture management techniques. The majority 06%) acknowl-

edge this: 30 percent say the project had a great positive

effect on their av¡areness. Two-thirds acknowledge that the

demonstrations have had a positive effect on their soil con-

servation skills and practices.
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TABLE 4.3

INFLUENCE OF ASSTSTANCE ON JOINING THE DSWMA

TNFLUENCE OF ÀSSISTÀNCE
FREQUENCIES (%)

GREÀT
tt_w

SLIGHT
tt_il

NEUTRÀL SLIGHT
tt . tt+

GREÀT
It . tt+

AVERÀGE
SCORE*

TECHNI CAL 0 0 33 36 3'1 4.0

FINÀNCIÀL 0 0 35 47 '18 3.8

n = 45
* Àverage score on a scale of 1 to 5, where 5 - great

positive influence, Q - slight positive influence
3 = neutral, 2 - slight negative influence, and'l = great negative inf luence.

For example, 33% of respondents believed the technical
assistance provided by the DSWMÀ had no influence on
them becoming members, rvhile 36% believed it. had a
slight positive influence and 31% believed it had agreat positive infIuence. The average or "mean" res-
ponse on the scal-e of 1 to 5 was 4 , indicat ing theprovision of technical assistance had a slight positive
influence on the farmers decision to join the DShfMÀ.

The majority (80%) Uetieve they have reduced both on-farm

and off-farm soil erosion. They attribute their effective-
ness to:

* being more conservation conscious (eg: managing stub-
bIe, crop residue, moisture infiltration)

* reducing tillage operations
* rotating crops (forage - cereal) to increase soil

organic matter and decrease soil erosion
* being more aware/conscious of the environment
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TÀBLE 4.4

THE EFFECTS OF THE DSWMA PROJECT ACTIVIT]ES ON MEMBERS

EFFECTS OF ACTIVITTES
FREQUENCY (%)

GREÀT[_[ SLIGHT
tt_il

NEUTRAL SLIGHT
It.lr-f

GREAT
tt.tl+

AVERÀGE
SCORE*

AWÀRENESS OF
SOT L

CONSERVÀTION
0 2 20 47 31 4.1

SKILLS IN
SOI L

CONSERVÀTI ON
0 0 31 49 20 3.9

SOI L
CONSERVATION

ACTI VI TI ES
0 2 31 56 11 3.8

AWÀRENESS OF
MOI STURE

MÀNÀGEMENT
0 0 25 45 30 4.0

n
*

4tr.

Àverage score on a scale of 1 to 5, where 5 - great
positive effect, Q = slight positive effect,
3 - neutral, 2 - slight negative effect, and
1 - great negative effect.

The observations advanced in respect to the perceived effec-
tiveness in reducing off-farm erosion include:

* projects through DSWMA have both reduced and slowed
down run-off

't the reduced tillage operations are maintaining more
surface residue

* dams and reduced tillage hold back water upstream and
reduce water downstream

* water courses aren't fitling with dirt
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One member strongly believed dams aid in controlling and

slowing run-off. He stated

"Each dam has a minor effect on the watershed. But
a lot of minor effects will have a major effect".

All respondents believed that the DSWMÀ's demonstrations

were important to their locaI area (table 4.5). Two-thirds

held them to be of great importance. Perceptions as to why

the demonstrations are important include:
* groups like the DSWMA ..."help show leadership. It

brings in a level of expertise that isn't usually
there. "

:t The DSWMA demonstrations . . . "get people thinking about
what they are doing instead of just doing it out of
routine. In other words, it gets farmers to look at
what and why they are doing something in a particular
way. Even if this is all Deerwood does, it is a big
step in the right direction of getting soil and water
conservation more widely adopted in farmiflg."

* successful- ideas catch on faster because members try a
number of different experiments and those that work
good get exposure "community wide" and spur on the
adoption of that practice

* the demonstrations are an important source of inform-
ation

'k they stimulate and support "grass roots" thinking (eg:
share ideas, solve local problems)

Respondents v¡ere also asked how important the DSWMÀ's

demonstrations were to their ovrn farm operation (table 4.5).
Overall, 90 percent held them to be irnportanL (40% very

important). Conservation tillage vras perceived as the most

important of the demonstrations, closely followed by water

retention, forage and pasture, guIly stabilization and
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TÀBLE 4.5

THE IMPORTÀNCE OF THE DSWMÀ DEMONSTRATIONS TO MEMBERS

IMPORTANCE OF DEMONSTRÀTIONS
FREQUENCY e)

NOT AT
ÀLL

NOT
VERY

NEUTRAL SLIGHTLY VERY AVERAGE
scoRE*

TO THE
ÀREÀ 0 0 0 33 67 4"7

TO THEIR
FÀRMS 0 0 9 50 41 4.3

CONSERVÀTION
TI LLAGE 0 0 14 63 23 4.1

WÀTER
RETENTION
STRUCTURES

0 0 21 19 60 4.4

FI ELD
SHELTERBELTS 0 2 30 20 48 4 "1

GULLY ÀND
GRÀSSED

WATERWÀYS
0 0 28 30 42 a. 1

FORÀGE ÀND
PÀSTURE

IMPROVEMENTS
0 0 21 35 44 4.2

n
*

= 45
Àverage score
important, 4
2 - not very

on a scale of 1 to 5,
= slightly important,
important, and 'l = not

where 5 - very
3 - neutral,
at all important.

grassed waterways, and shelterbelts respectively. An impor-

tant observation to be made is that over 60 percent per-

ceived the water retention structures to be a "very impor-

tant" component in the DSWMA demonstrations. Reasons why the

demonstrations were important to the members included:
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learning more about soil and water management

encouraging the demonstration of new systems to solve
local problems

increasing local awareness and are also keeping 1ocal
farmers informed

making expensive conservation equipment more readily
ava i labIe

experimenting with conservation techniques without
assuming the ful-1 financial risk
encouraging the retention and improvement of wildlife
hab i tat
Retaining more moisture in the local region

Demonstrating the effectiveness of different tech-
niques and their incorporation into existing farming
operations

establishing water retention structures for alternate
USES

À11 but one respondent considered the DSWMÀ demonstra-

tions to have been effectively administered (67% very effec-
tive). characteristics identified to account for the suc-

cess of the demonstrations included:
* DSWMÀ was effective in providing information and good

public relations
* tours of demonstrations vlere informative

't dedicated leaders acted on their words

* DSWMÀ took the soil and water conservation initiative
* the demonstrations illustrate productivity best value

value for the conservation dollar
* only interested people became involved. Many farmers

have yet to become involved
* the area farmers "..needed someone

and that's what Ðeerwood has been

:k

*

*

*

to poi
doing"
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Members commented and provided ideas on changes that

would enhance the effectiveness of the DSWMA (rable 4.6).

Over 80 percent supported the inclusion of incentives to

retain marginal areas (bush, native pasture, wettands).

Some believe the provision of financial assistance from the

"government" would encourage retention and practices best

suited for marginal land. Atthough financial incentives

would be provided by the government, they should be adminis-

tered through the DSWMÀ. One member suggested that develop-

ment pressure on marginal lands, especially bush, woul-d be

significantly eased if the provincial government redrafted

the present municipal taxation system to remove the assess-

ment of forested lands on farms. Two respondents stated

that the DSWMÀ should not assume this responsibility.

Two-thirds considered the DSWMÀ to be doing a proper job

of providing information to the members. The others believed

they could improve the dissemination of information through

a newsletter. More emphasis could be placed on providing

non-members with soil and water conservation information.

Half (48%) of the respondents were satisfied with the

current leveI of financial assistance. The others supported

an increase in financial assistance for a variety of rea-

sons, mainly to assure sufficient funding on a per-project

basis to match membership growth (ie: more money-per-project

is not the objective). One of the main objectives, the
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TABLE

CHANGES THÀT WOULD MÀKE DSWMA

4.6

MORE ÀTTRACTIVE TO MEMBERS

ATTRÀCTIVENESS OF CHÀNGES
FREQUENCY (%)

NOT ÀT
ALL

NOT
VERY

NEUTRAL SLIGHTLY VERY AVERÀGE
SCORE*

INCENTIVES
TO RETA]N

MARGINAL LAND
2 2 14 46 36 4.1

PROVISION OF
MORE/BETTER
TNFORMÀTION

0 2 61 34 2 3.4

MORE FINANCIÀL
ASSI STÀNCE 2 0 48 41 9 3.5

MORE TECHNICAL
ÀSSI STÀNCE 0 0 67 27 6 3.4

n 45
Average score
attractive,
2 - not very
attractive.

* on a scale
= slightly

attractive,
of '1 to 5, where 5 - very
attractive, 3 = neutral,
and 1 - not at all

4

establishment of a network of smalr water retention struc-
tures on the Tobacco creek watershed, required that suffi-
cient financial support would be continued.

Most (80%) were satisfied with the technical assistance
received. The remaining 20 percent held that more technical
expertise on new conservation techniques needs to be made

available to members. one-third thought the technician,
although providing excellent service to the members,
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required additional technical staff to assist in project

operations. The consensus was that more government fietd

staff would increase the efficiency of monitoring and meas-

urement of field results. In general the government should

be encouraged to initiate a more active "hands on" approach

in project activities,

Several respondents offered suggestions as to how the

DSWMA could become more responsive to their concerns. These

vJere:

* to increase the variety of conservation equipment if
more money became available

* to adopt greater flexibility in addressing
its administrative mandate

* to accommodate greater project variety. DSWMÀ should
consider linking up with other programs (eg: Western
Diversification Fund)

* to have executive representation from a1l parts of the
Àssociation

x to be more supportive of wildlife habitat by providing
information on creating/ improving habitat

* to concentrate efforts on water retention projects
* to better coordinate the involvement of government

departments (ie: reduce gov't infighting and increase
inter-governmental cooperat ion )

Members were asked about financial and technical assis-

tance and the distribution of funds. The majority (69%) were

satisfied with the system. Those not satisfied (13%)

explained that Èhe different levels of government required

excessive documentation regarding finances, the funds were
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inflexible, and the existing
nance funds.

projects r.¡ere h'ithout mainte-

The respondents were generally content as to the prompt-

ness of reimbursement for project related expenses. However,

about ten percent held that the lag-time to receipt of
financial assistance was excessive, and financing per

project was inadequate.

Àlmost all respondents (96%) would recommend the DSWMA to
others. The average score v¡as 4.6, which indicates a major-

ity (69%) wourd highry recommend the DSWMA to others. They

indicated it vras extremely important that the DSWMA's activ-
ities continue for a variety of reasons:

* to continue soil and water conservation
* to continue financial and technical assi
* to continue educating local farmers and

of the public as to the importance of so
conservat i on

in the

stance

gene ra
iI and

area

I members
water

to demonstrate that watershed planning
through "grass roots" farm groups

to acquire meaningful results from the
commitment to these projects endsr wê
effective public money was spent

will succeed

projects
wilI not

. If the
see how

to provide a local- forum for discussion of comparable
concerns and interests
to support societal interests. Conservation at a 1ocal
level resuÌts in benefits on a global scale

to ensure that institutional- constraints are subjugaled
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Respondents overwhelmingly supported the continuation of

the DSWMA management plan objectives as currently outlined.

Some further recommendations advanced vrere:

,r to put more effort into public relations
* to maintain project flexibility
* to keep focussed on objectives - maintaining the

present membership size will aid this
* to implement plans for farmers to take marginal lands

out of cereal production

* to broaden the scope of the management plan to include
not just agricultural concerns, but a1l environmental
concerns

The majority supported current soil conservation efforts.
They held that further improvements could be made by promot-

ing zero and minimum tillage as well as demonstrating and

renting new equipment to members. Respondents recommended

that the DSWMA maintain the present direction concerning

water management. Many stressed the need to continue promot-

ing the significance of. the water retention structures, to

raise the price ceiling on dams to accommodate larger struc-

tures, to licence the dams as "multi-purpose" not "dry"

flood control dams, and to conduct more water flow monitor-

ing.

Respondents were asked why they did not participate in

certain projects, in order to identify shortcomings that

could be corrected, and thereby improve member participa-

tion. Two-thirds did not practice conservation tillage for

various reasons:
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they h'ere atternpting conservation tirlage independently

they saw no need for or had no interested in
conservation tillage

they preferred their present tillage systems until
persuaded of something better
their cropland is rented out

they prefer to use their ovrn cultivation equipment

water retention structures Ì.¡ere not built by 76 percent

of respondents due primariry to a lack of suitable sites.
others expressed considerable interest, but maintained that
funding under the existing program was inadequate. Àbout ten

percent held that there was no need for water retention on

their farms.

only 25 percent of respondents pranted shelterberts. The

others had no interest or need for fierd sherterbelts,
arready had existing onesr oE had enough existing cover/
bush. About 15 percent wourd estabrish trees in the future.
one member said he didn't want to detract from the DSWMA's

focus on water control/management.

Most respondents (80%) not participating in the gully
stabilization and grassed waterway projects said they had

arready done, were doing this independently r or didn't
require them. Forty percent were not involved in DSWMÀ

sponsored forage or pasture improvements; they either had no

use for their operationsr or were making such improvements

independentry. Three members pranned to seek assistance in
the near future.

*

*
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4.4 CONSERVÀTION TILLÀGE

Minimum tillage was the most practiced conservation til-
Iage system used by respondents (56%). Reduced tillage Ì.ras

next, while only one practiced zero ti1Iage. Most respon-

dents (75%) had used conservation tillage prior to member-

ship in DSWMÀ. They were active in conservation tillage
because they were interested in:

* increasing moisture availability
* improving soil quality (ie: increasing soil organic

matter )

reducing erosion

experimenting with different techniques

taking the next step (ie: trying 0-tiII)

When asked how important conservation was to their opera-

tions, 56 percent said "very important", 38 percent said

"slight1y important" and 6 percent said it v¡as of no signif-
icant importance. Respondents who held conservation tillage
to be important gave the reasons as:

't erosion control

conservation of resources (ie: soil moisture)

improving the soil (ie: increase the organic matter
content )

*

*

*

*

*

:t

reducing input costs

making their tillage
reduced tillage, one
work )

system more flexible (ie: with
is less like1y to fall behind in
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surveyed members were asked what effects conservation

tillage had on their operation (table 4.7). There was gen-

erally no perceived effect on net farm income. Over 50 per-
cent indicated there was no significant effect on crop pro-
duction, while 40 percent said there was a slight
improvement in yierds. Nearry 90 percent indicated no change

in fertilizer costs, and only a slight reduction in machin-

ery costs through reduced maintenance. over two-thirds indi-
cated a slight to significant increase in weed control
costs. A slight reduction in l-abour resulting from fewer

tillage operations saved on costs and time. Fuel costs h'ere

reduced slightly due primarily to fewer trips around the

f i eld.

Most respondents (88%) Uetieved there was a slight
increase in soil moisture due to less tillage during seedbed

preparation. None noticed any effect on spring tillage date,
which indicates no apparent effect on surface soir tempera-

ture.

overa11, the implementation of conservation measures into
their operations had no significant effect on production
(overatl average score 3.3). Input costs (machine mainte-

nance, labour and fuel), with the exception of weed control
costs, experienced a very slight reduction. The most pro-

nounced effect sras the prospect of long-term protection of
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TÀBLE 4.7

VÀRIOUS EFFECTS OF CONSERVÀTTON TILLÀGE DEMONSTRÀTIONS

EFFECTS OF CONSERVATION TILLÀGE
FREQUENCTES (%)

GREÀT
il_w

SLIGHT
rt_tt

NEUTRÀL SLI GHT
tt.tt+

GREÀT
tt , tt+

AVERAGE
SCORET'

CROP YIELDS 0 7 53 33 7 3.4

FERTI LI ZER
COSTS 0 6 88 6 0 3.0

MÀCHINERY
COSTS 0 6 31 63 0 3.6

WEED CONTROL
COSTS 19 50 25 6 0 2.2

LABOUR
COSTS 0 0 31 56 13 3.8

FUEL COSTS 0 0 25 69 6 3.8

SOI L
MOI STURE 0 6 6 75 13 3.9

TILLAGE DATE
( spnrNc ) 0 0 100 0 0 3.0

NET FARM
INCOME 0 13 60 20 7 3.2

n = 16
* Àverage score on a scale of 1 to 5, where 5 - great

positive effect, 4 = slight positive effect,
3 - neutral, I = slight negative effect, and
J = great negative effect.

the soil from erosion. ÀII believed that conservation til-
lage reduced soil erosion 65 percent held that it signifi-
cantly reduces soil erosion.
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Observations of

i nc lude :

* there Í{as less
* the increased

erosion "you

't the i nc reased

* the amount of

the effects of conservation tillage

wind and water erosion

stubble cover effectively reduced
can'L imagine"

stubble cover reduced surface runoff
snow retained on the fields was increased

Respondents vlere asked what other techniques they used

which complemented their conservation activities (rable
4.8 ) . All of these techniques þ¡ere deemed effective in
reducing soil erosion.

crop residue management was considered very effective in
controlling erosion, and couLd be easily incorporated into
grain operations without significant changes. rnput costs
were reduced with the exception of chem-falrow. cover crops
were deemed very effective, fitting most readiry into mixed

or livestock operations. physicar changes in cropping prac-
tices such as strip cropping and contour farming were deemed

to be slightly effective in reducing erosion.

Most respondents (87%) uetieved snoh' management is impor-

tant for moisture conservation G9 percent said it is very
important. Reasons given were:

* with proper management snow is a good source ofmoisture especialry in the spriñg, when moisture is
most important for germination

tr moisture is hetd in the f ield ( ie: in situ) , which
reduces runoff

* the snow protects the soil from erosion
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TÀBLE 4.8

OTHER CONSERVATION TECHNIQUES

TECHNIQUE NUMBER OF
PARTI CI PANTS

ÀVERAGE
SCORE*

STUBBLE MÀNAGEMENT
(vanrÀBLE HercHr) 3 5.0

WINTER COVER CROP 6 4.8

CHEM-FALLOW 3 4.0

SURFACE RESIDUE
MÀNÀGEMENT 15 4q

GREEN MÀNURING 3 a- 2.

STRIP CROPPING 1 4.0

CONTOUR FARMING 4 4.3

FrELD stzn/
ORI ENTATION 7 4.4

:k Average score on a scale of 1 to 5, where 5 - great
positive influence, 4 - slight positive influence,
I = neutral, ) = slight negative influence, and
1 - great negative influence).

't in dry years, crop yields had been observed to increase
ten percent where snowbanks had accumulated

Only two respondents included summerfallow in their crop

rotations. Both agreed soil moisture loss is best controlled

with trash cover. Members generally expressed indifference

to the cost of pesticides used in their conservation activi-

ties (average score 3.1); 38 percent claimed cost had no

influence. One quarter claimed it had either slightly or

greatly inhibited their experimentation with conservation

tillage. Comments include:
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the price of pesticides had inhibited use on a larger
sca 1e

not just the cost involved but the timeliness (ttre
window for spraying can be missed easily)
could have started conservation tillage sooner ifpesticide costs $¡ere lower

Most surveyed members (88%) berieved the benefits gained

by practicing conservation titlage outweighed the costs.
Reasons included:

* the soil remains healthy for future generations
* sustained production would not be possible without

conservation tillage
* conservation tirrage helps maintain the market value of

the farmland

The majority of respondents (81%) considered it advanta-

geous for the DSWMA to purchase innovative machines for dem-

onstration. Reflections on the quesLion included:
* enables DSWMÀ to demonstrate the right equipment for

Iocal or specific field conditions
* consider renting/Ieasing or purchasing whatever is

the best deal for the DSWMÀ

*

*

cost effective way of adopting conservation tillage
consideration should be given to any equipment that
promotes conservation (ie: yield wagons)

Respondents generally agreed they had easy access to suf-
ficient information on conservation titlage (average score

3.8). The major sources were: DSWMA technician, DSWMÀ execu-

tiver agFicultural representative and PFRA officiars. one

member pointed out that there was adequate information on
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"conventional" conservation tillage but insufficient infor-
mation on new techniques, such as terracing and sub-soiling.

AIl participants supported the conLinuation of conserva-

tion tillage demonstrations. Demonstrations could be

improved by:

* continuing the demonstration of new techniques

* providing more detailed reports on individual trials
( ie: monitoring of costs, yields, etc. )

* basing payments to participants on effective perform-
ance (ie: amount ground cover retained)

* increasing surveillance of demonstrations elsewhere

Most respondents thought their attitude towards conserva-

tion tillage had been changed slightly, but positively
(average score 4.0). When asked how their attitudes had

changed, they replied:

'k "f have a greater awareness, and I recognize the need
for soil and water conservation"

't "I 'm gaining knowledge through the demonstrations"

* there vras no change, it was strong bef ore

* "now I think of what I'm doing and just don't do it out
of routine

* "conservation tillage has been shown to be economically
vi able "
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4.5 WÀTER RETENTION STRUCTT'RES

Twenty five percent of the respondents constructed water

retention structures. There was a variety of interests in

these structures, including:
* to ensure a supply of water for the farm

't to benefit the groundwater table (ie: create a ground-
water recharge site)

* to reduce downstream flooding
* to promote water as a managable resource

farm inputs - "i,¡ater is the missing link
farm management plan"

Ii
in

ke other
a total

't to compensate for previous drainage (ie: ftood unprodu-
ctive land in place of drained productive land

* to enhance wildlife

When asked what general impacts water retention struc-
tures had on their farms, 78 percent vrere neutral. This

would appear to indicate uncertainty as to what effects the

structures had on the land. This uncertainty may stem from

drier than normal conditions during the last few years or a

lack of experience due to the recent emplacement of the

structure. When asked about the specific effects, they were

uncertain about the impacts on farming practices on adjacent

l-andr oD property value, and on farm income. They thought

there were some stight personal benefits in reduced flooding

and erosion immediately downstream, in assured supplies for
Iivestock watering, in aesthetics and in irrigation poten-

tials (table 4.9). There were some general benefits with
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respect to flooding and erosion in the entire drainage sys-

tem, and to wild1ife.

TÀBLE 4.9

EFFECTS OF THE WÀTER RETENTION STRUCTURES

EFFECTS OF THE STRUCTURES
FREQUENCY (%')

GREÀT
It tt

SLI GHT
il_tt

NEUTRÀL SLTGHT
tt , tt+

GREÀT
lt . tt+

AVERÀGE
SCORE*

IMMEDI ATE
DOWNSTREAM

FLOODING
0 0 3B 38 24 3.9

ENTIRE DRÀINAGE
SYSTEM

FLOODTNc/enOSr OH
0 0 50 25 25 3.8

VÀLUE ÀS
LIVESTOCK WÀTER 0 10 20 30 40 4.0

ADJÀCENT FÀRMING
PRÀCTI CES

0 0 80 0 20 ?L

WI LDLI FE
HÀBI TÀT 0 0 30 50 20 3.9

I RRIGÀTION 0 0 67 0 33 3.8

PROPERTY
VALUE 0 0 70 20 10 3.4

ÀESTHETI CS 0 0 36 55 9 3.7

FÀRM
INCOME 0 0 82 18 0 3.¿

-l

Àverage score on a scale of 1 to 5, where g = great
positive effect, 4 = slight positive effect,
I = neutral, I = slight negative effect, and
I = great negative effect.
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Respondents had not developed many alternative uses rela-
tive to their water retention structures. Two used them as a

source of water for Iivestock and one used the retention
pond for recreational swimming. The general attitude among

respondents was that it is difficult to measure the effects
of the structures because they are "nebulous and hard to

measure." However, it is believed the structures wiIl even-

tuaIly provide benefits that will justify the initial finan-
cial investment. Most agreed that many benefits were as yet

unknovrn and would be identified only after several years.

Initial benefits expected were:

* reduced peak run-off Ieve1s, which lessen on-farm and
downstream flooding and erosion damage

recharge site for groundwater

water source/habitat for wildlife
reduced maintenance/repair costs on municipal roadways

Various other opinions s¡ere put forward as to what might

be expected from the structures over their life-span. One

member had costed out his structure at $80.00 per year

based on a 50 year life expectancy and a capital cost of

$4r000. In addition, he estimated an annual value to water-

fowl alone to be $60.00 - based on two pairs of ducks at

$30.00 per pair. This excluded the perceived value to other

wiIdIife. Other members said:
* "carì't determine whether the benefits are greater than

the costs yet"
* "the cost of construction should be recovered in five

to eight years,

*

:k
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* "unsure if cost-effective, but structure is beneficial"
* "worth as a recharge site is difficult to measure"

* "the impact on drain maintenance by the Municipality
may be significant (ie: one flash flood could pay for
the structure(s))"

The majority (91%) ttrinf the implementation of a network

of these structures on the Tobacco Creek would be very

effective for erosion control (average score 4.6). Suppor-

tive reasons included:
* the structures control peak run-off leveIs
* in order to control water/erosion on the watershed,

many structures are needed

't headwater management will reduce conflicLs over who is
responsible for erosion damage below the escarpment

* run-off and erosion are only effectively controlled in
part of the waLershed (ie: on class 1 drains where the
dams are currently being built). Even with reduced peak
flows, run-off is sti1l directed into class 2 and 3
drains to flow freely down the drain system

When asked how the placement of dams should be deter-

mined, the responses r.Iere as f ollows :

* dam placement should be the farmers' choice (within
reason )

* "dam construction should be maintained exclusively in
South Tobacco Creek so we can measure if the structures
do or don't work"

* dam placement should begin in the upper reaches and
move down from there

* dam placement should be determined after consultations
with farmer(s) and engineers

* the number of dams required on a watershed should be
determined and then work backwards

* the number one priority is on-farm management so off-
farm flows are reduced, which in turn benefits society
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universal dam "blue prints" should be designed so DSWMÀ
members can build them independently

* there needs to be more complete coverage of the entire
watershed (ie: build structures in upper reaches for
on-farm water management and on class 2 drains for
farm/soc ietal benef it )

AII respondents believed the dams should be retained as

part of the DSWMÀ project. Most were satisfied with the

structures but some believed better material could be used

on the gates to control water leakage, and that dam size

could be enlarged to allow for expanded uses such as irriga-
tion. Others believe improvements could be made by:

* reducing the amount of engineering time per dam (ie:
reduce costs)

raising the support ceiling on construction costs

changing the dam design by replacing the earth spillway
with a steel or concrete spillway in the dam itself

Àttitudes toward on-farm water management have generally

been positively affected due in large part to members taking

action upon their beliefs. In the broad context of water

management, members have realized that on-farm management is
both feasible and important in developing a farm management

plan and that they now have the ability to manage the

resource effectively.

TvIo trends in thinking

management of the retention

ed that DSWMA project act

appear to be developing from the

structures. Respondents indicat-
ivities and demonstrations were
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effective in illustrating the cumulative irnpact of individu-
al water management activities on the whole catchment basin.

This realization may prompt the incorporation of more com-

plementary production activities that further promote on-

farm water management (ie: the retention of water in situ).

Respondents stated they do not think only of on-farm ben-

efits, but also consider the value of these structures to
society, whether it be as a recharge site for ground water

recharge or as habitat for wildlife. In addition to thinking
of complementary actions to satisfy their own farming inter-
ests, they are entertaining ideas which may benefit society
at large. Interest in making the sites more hospitable to
wildlife surfaced frequently.

4.6 SHELTERBELTS

Eleven (24%) members participated in shelterbelt
projects. Three had existing shelterbelts before joining the

DSWMÀ, that ranged in length from 1.5 to 2.0 miIes. The

established shelterbelts Ì{ere performing weIl in respect to:
* reducing wind erosion

* increasing heat units on fields
* capturing and dispersing snow

* reducing snovr related problems on municipal roadways
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The respondents had planted an average of 1.3 miles of

shelterbelts each through the DSWMÀ. Green Ash was the most

popular species (50%), followed by wi1Iow, Siberian Larch,

Chock Cherry (11% each), Buffalo Berry, Villosa Lilac and

Siberian EIm (6% each). Preferred tree spacings within rolrs

was four to eight feet (6a%); 27 percent preferred less than

four feet. AIf respondents preferred single row shelterbelts
because better snow distribution is achieved and acreage

removed from production is minimized. Members were generally

unfamiliar with mixed species shelterbelts and unwilling to

speculate on their effectiveness at reducing wind erosion.

Single species vrere deemed potentially most effective (aver-

age score 4.3), based more on conjecture than on experience.

Respondents believed the periodical inclusion of berry

bushes would be beneficial for wildlife (average score 4.1 ) .

Only tv¡o had incorporated them, but seven (64%) would con-

sider them in future plantings. One farmer had previously

removed shelterbelts and intended to remove more in the

f uture because they vlere dying.

Respondents v¡ere evenly split in preference to maintain-

ing the shelterbelts themselves (55%) or having the DSi^lMA

maintain them until they were well established (46%). They

spent an average one-and-one-third days per year maintaining

the trees.
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Respondents found shelterbelts generally conveyed ben-

efits, except for impediments to machinery operation (fable

4.10).

TÀBLE 4. 1 O

EFFECTS OF THE FIELD SHELTERBELT PROJECTS

Nine (82%) considered them important in reducing soil ero-

sion caused by wind. Shelterbelts were also importanL for:
* providing winter snori retention to enhance soil moist-

ure

EFFECTS OF SHELTERBELTS
FREQUENCTES e)

GREÀT
[il

SLT GHT
I_tt

NEGÀTTVE SLIGHT
tl . tt-t-

GREÀT
il+rr

AVERAGE
SCORE*

REDUCED
WIND EROSION 0 0 8 46 46 4.4

SNOW TRÀP
FOR MOISTURE 0 0 I 64 28 4.2

WÏ LDLTFE 0 0 I 74 18 4.1

ÀESTHETT C 0 0 1B 55 27 4"1

PROPERTY
VÀLUE 0 0 37 55 I 3.7

MÀCHINERY
OPERATION 0 55 45 0 0 2;5

Àverage score on a scale of 1 to 5, where 5 - great
positive effect, Q = slight positive effect,
I = neutral, 2 - slight negative effect, and
1 - great negative effect.
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improving farm operations; as the daily spraying
time could be extended, windrow damage by wind could be
reduced, and more intensive tillage could be permitted
without the increased threat of erosion

creating microclimates that lower evapotranspiration
levels and increase heat units

The majority of respondents (82%) felt that shelterbelts
were important in their farm operations (average score 4.5).
However, their trees r{ere not mature enough yet to have any

significant impact. When mature, they are expected to more

than compensate for their cost because:

* their maintenance costs are low when established
* this is the cheapest conservation program - it delivers

". . . the most bang for the buck"

* the benef its are greater than the costs of the trees
because crop yields may increase due to more moisture(ie: 10 extra bushels per acre at $6.O0/bushel is
$6o. oo )

* "... if it stops the field from eroding just oncer you
have gained far more than the cost of the shelterbelts."

A1I respondents preferred that the shelterbelt project be

retained. Many were satisfied with the present system, but

a few thought more "positive" advertisement of the economic

benefits to the farmer would encourage widespread incorpora-

tion into farm management plans. Others believed a mainte-

nance program is needed (ie: hire a summer student). An

improved maintenance program would ensure better resuLts

( improve tree survival and tree growth).
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4.7 GT'LLY STABILIZATION ÀND GR.ASSED WÀTERhTAYS

Gullies are a problem on nine (20%) of. the respondents'

farms. À11 of these members practiced some form of gul1y

stabilization (22%) or grassing of waterv¡ays 08%) Uefore

joining the DSWMÀ. Involvement stemmed mainly from an inter-
est in conserving soil. Particular motivaters included:

't reduction of water erosion on a field in which a gully
was developing

* provision for total on-farm water management
"grassed watervrays are an essential part of the farm
management plan on this quarter section"

* qualification for financial and technical assistance
* improvement of wildlife habitaL

Four interviewees had gully stabilization projects, five had

grassed waterways. Both activities were considered equally
important for conserving soil on their farms (average score

4.9) and in their area (average score 4.7).

One-half of the gul1y stabilization participants h'ere

unsure if there vlas a positive effect on wildlife or on

machinery operation (table 4.11'). Most others considered

that there had been a slight benefit to the immediate and

general area in respect to a reduction in soil erosion, to

Lhe aesthetics of the sites and the expected property value.

Most grassed waters¡ay participants (90%) Uetieved there

vras no effect or a slight negative effect on wildlife, due

to the removal of trees along the previous watercourse dur-
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ing reshaping and grassing (tabte 4,12). Grassed waterways

were perceived very valuable to the immediate area as well

as reducing soil erosion. À slight increase in property val-
ue was indicated as was a slight improvement in convenience

of machinery operation. Grassed watervrays v¡ere considered

to have no effect on farm aesthetics.

TABLE 4.11

EFFECTS OF THE GULLY STABILIZÀTION PROJECTS

EFFECT
FREQUENCY g)

GREÀT
Itll

SLIGHT
n_n

NEUTRÀL SLI GHT
tl , tt+

GREÀT
lt . I

T

ÀVERÀGE
SCORE*

TMMEDI ATE
VICINITY 0 0 25 25 50 4.3

GENERAL
ÀREA 0 0 25 50 25 4.0

SOI L
EROSION 0 0 25 25 50 r.?

WILDLI FE 0 0 50 50 0 3.5

ÀESTHETI C 0 0 0 75 25 4.3

PROPERTY
VALUE 0 0 0 75 25 4-3

MÀCHiNERY
OPERÀTI ON 0 0 50 50 0 3.5

*
n=4
Àverage score on a scale of 1 to 5, where 5 - great

positive effect, Q - slight positive effect,
3 - neutral, 2 - slight negative effect, and'l = great negat ive ef f ect.
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TABLE 4.12

EFFECTS OF THE GRÀSSED WATERWAY PROJECTS

EFFECT
FREQUENCY (%)

GREÀT
il tt

SLIGHT
ll _ il

NEUTRÀL SLIGHT
lt , tt+

GREÀT
ll . tt+

ÀVERAGE
SCORE*

Ï MMEDI ÀTE
VI CI NI TY 0 0 0 20 80 4.8

GENERÀL
ÀREÀ 0 0 0 40 60 4.6

SOI L
EROSION 0 0 0 20 80 4.8

hlI LDLI FE 0 20 80 0 0 2.8

ÀESTHETI C 20 0 60 0 20 3"0

PROPERTY
VÀLUE 0 0 0 60 40 4"4

MACHI NERY
OPERÀTION 0 0 20 40 40 4"2

n 5
* Àverage score on a scale of 1 to 5, where 5 - great

positive effect, 4 = slight positive effect
I = neutral, ) = slight negative effect, and
1 - great negative effect.

Sixty percent believed their gully erosion problems had

been stabilized and were progressively improving, due to a

combination of careful tiIlage, stubble management and

grassed waterways. One member I s gulIy problems r.rere becoming

more severe, due to the continued advancement of existing
gullies. Respondents overwhelmingly believed the benefits
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derived from these activities outweighed the initial cost of

implementation. Supportive reasons included:
* they are one of the quickest returns on investment (ie:

the hay gained from the waterways pays for the cost of
construction in three years)

* the benefits are balanced between the farmer (increased
hay) and society (reduced siltation in waterways)

* the cost of not acting is greater
* the grassed waterways increase the mobility of large

machi nery

* they are cheap investments that yield immediate
returns

fifty percent of respondents believed there had been a

change in their attitude, stating that they Írere noï¡ more

conscious and less skeptical of the effects these activities
have. À1I believed they should be retained as part of the

DSWMÀ project. Most were satisfied with the existing leve1

and scope of activities. Two felt cooperation between the

DSWMA and the local municipality could be improved in
respect to the use of municipal equipment for waterway work,

and that the placement of trees around gutlies could reduce

the negative effects of snov¡ accumulation in the gul1ies.
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4.8 FORÀGE ÀND PÀSTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Sixty percent of respondents had forage and pasture improve-

ment projects, and two-thirds of these had been actively
involved in related activities before becoming members of

the DSWMA. Most were interested in enhancing production from

native areas and reducing soil erosion while retaining mois-

ture in situ. Other reasons v¡ere:

* improved productivity of soil (ie: seed down saline
areas )

* improved pasture

* experimentation with green manure crops as an
alternative to summerfallow

* rehabilitation of a mine site
* benefit from livestock manure

:h recouping costs of improvements

* work forage production into rotations
* increase soil quality while reducing input costs (ie:

important aspect of crop rotations)

Since joining the DSWMA, 60 percent of respondents had

expanded their forage and/or pasture area. Several practices

had been tested by the participants, including:
* seeding down knolIs to forages

't developing annual barr iers on second cut , 1 5
feet apart, two feet wide

't establishing green manures f or plowdown
material to improve soil tilth

* upgrading forage areas in rotation with cereals
* rotational grazing

* seeding down saline patches to permanent cover
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Participants were generally attempting to improve areas

with rolling terrain or eroded kno11s, saline intercepts

below the escarpment and existing forage and pasture fields,
employing zero-tillage. Most (60%) used aIl the forages they

produced on their oh'n farms for livestock feed. Those with

surpluses sold them mostly to local markets.

Three respondents produced seed and believed the DSWMÀ

had a positive effect on their production system (average

score 4.7). Respondents identified positive results from

forage and pasture improvement activities on erosion prone

and saline areas (rable 4.1 3). Slightly less positive
results were seen with crop yields, property values, s¡ater

management, farm expenses and farm management/operation.

Five respondents \.¡ere engaged in rotational grazing and

stated that the DSWMA had a positive effect (average score

4.4). None practised delayed cutting or delayed grazing.

Respondents v¡ere of the opinion that the benefits derived

from forage and pasture improvements outweighed the costs of

establishment. Some observations included:
* forages contribute to long-term soil improvement and

the elimination of weeds

is now possible to attain self sufficiency
production, and improve forage quality

it is difficult to tell due to poor weather

soil deterioration can be halted and yields
improved for example, oD a saline area a
"... gaining a crop where didn't get one be

in forage

great 1y
farmer is
f orett
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TABLE 4.13

EFFECTS OF THE FORAGE & PÀSTURE IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS

EFFECT OF FORÀGE ÀND PÀSTURE PROJECTS
FREQUENCY (%)

GREÀT
tl tt

SLIGHT
Itil

NEUTRÀL SLIGHT
It . tl+

GREÀT
tt. il+

ÀVERAGE
scoRE*

EROSION
PRONE
AREAS 0 0 18 6 76 4.6

SÀLINE/
ÀLKÀLI NE
ÀREA 0 0 14 43 43 4.3

PROPERTY
VÀLUE 0 0 48 37 15 3.7

FÀRM
OPERÀTI ON/
MÀNÀGEMENT 0 11 45 33 11 3"4

WATER
MANÀGEMENT 0 4 39 46 i1 3.7

CROP
YI ELDS 4 4 17 46 29 3.9

FÀRM
EXPENSES 0 4 41 44 11 3.6

n
*

=27
Average score on a scaLe of 1 to 5, where 5 - great

positive effect, 4 = slight positive effect,
3 - neutral, I = slight negative effect, and-'l = great negat ive ef f ect .

More than half of the respondents maintained their prior
attitudes towards forage and pasture improvements, while

others had modified their attitudes due to:
* ¿ strengthened belief in, and increased awareness of

accrued benefits
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* ¿ gain in knowledge

* the use of green manure as a replacement for summer-
fal low

* recognition of the benefits of crop rotations (ie:
cereal forage - cereal )

* rotational grazing that extended grazing an extra two
weeks especially important during a drought

À11 respondents but one believed that forage and pasture

improvement should remain part of the DSWMA's mandate. One

member felt there should not be government financial assis-

tance for these activities. Respondents indicated that for-
age and pasture improvement projects could be improved by:

* demonstrating plants suitable for green manures

:t recording and publishing records on demonstrations

* demonstrating various forage varieties, fertilizers and
herbic ides

* increasing demonstrations based on rotational
graz i ng

* providing financial assistance in modifying site-
specific problem areas (ie: to Lessen soi1 erosion on
slope land, remove marginal land from cereal produ-
ction)

4.9 T{ILDLIFE ÀTTITT'DES

À national survey in 1981 by Filion (1983), indicated

that 80 percent of Canadians considered it important to

maintain abundant wildlife. DSWMA members held similarly
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strong attitudes. Eighty-nine percent considered it impor-

tant to harbour wildlife on their farms, overwhelmingly due

to the conviction that the opportunity to view wildlife
makes country Iiving more enjoyable. Other reasons given

were:

*rrI have always enjoyed wildlife and I ¡vant to maintain
wildlife for the children"

* it is important for the biological community to co-
exist

* some wildlife is beneficial to the farm (ie: control
insect populations)

* wildlife on the farm adds prestige
* the wildlife has to be conserved as much as the land
* the wildlife is valuable for recreation and hunting
* wildlife should be maintained just for the sake of

having them around

:t ¿ diverse wildlife population is an indicator of a
healthy ecosystem

Deer were the most preferred species, followed by song

birds, upland game birds, geese, ducks, hawks and owls, fox-
es and coyotes, and moose (table 4.14). Other preferred

species included sea gul1s, rabbits, and beavers. Rodents

were generally not preferred.

All respondents thought wetlands, bush and native pas-

tures provided important habitat for wildlife (average score

4.9). Over 90 percent (91%) held the view that draining,
breaking or clearing Iand has a negative effect on wildlife
(average score 1.4), due mostly to loss of habitat. Comments

on how land development affects wildlife included:
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TABLE 4.14

PREFERRED WILDLIFE SPECIES

PREFERENCE
FREQUENCTES (%')

PREFERRED NOT
PREFERRED

NO
OPI NI ON

DEER 100 0 0

MOOSE 80 7 13

HÀWKS/OWLS 91 7 2

SONG BIRDS 98 2 0

GEESE 96 4 0

DUCKS 93 7 0

UPLÀND GAME
BIRDS 96 4 0

FOX/COYOTE 84 16 0

RODENTS 40 58 2

OTHER 22 0 78

n = 45

* Iess habitat neans less wildlife
i' if some land is drained, water storage should be

created somewhere else
¡, habitat destruction is worse than hunLing pressure

( ". . . cats are \{orse than guns" )

,t wildlife is not affected because bad areas are drained
which provides more food

'k "destroying the natural habitat is permanent destruc-
tion, so we have to save what is left"

* there is limited habitat left, therefore any changes on
remaining habitat wilI have a major impact
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Most (e2%) respondents considered some crop damage by

wildlife an inevitable part of farming and believed the

advantages of having wildlife on the farm outweigh the

costs. They claimed wildlife caused very litt1e damage, and

Írere generally willing to accept the costs. There riTas great

enthusiasm for the enjoyment that wildlife provides and many

found it difficult to place a dollar value on that enjoy-

ment. Two respondents considered wildlife more costly than

they vrere worth.

Attitudes towards wildlife r¡rere generally posiLive as far
as aesthetic (average score 4.5) and recreation/hunting
(average score 4.0) val-ues were concerned (rab1e 4.15).

Wildlife was perceived to have no effect on the value of the

farm property (average score 3.3) and caused no appreciable

crop depredation (average score 2.6). However, wildlife

tended to create a slight problem with trespassers (average

score 2.5). One farmer found that some species of wildlife
are effective in controlling less desirable species; eg: sea

gulls came onto his farm and ate grãsshoppers one year.

Respondents were generally perceptive of the effects
their conservation efforts have on witdlife and their habi-

tat (tabte 4.16). the water retention projects were per-

ceived to have the greatest value for wildlife (average

score 4.0 ) as they are an important source of water, espe-

ciaIly during dry seasons, and provide waterfowl habitat.
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TABLE 4.1 5

THE EFFECTS OF WILDLIFE ON FARMS

EFFECTS
FREQUENCTES (%)

NO
OPINION

GREÀT
ll tr

SLIGHT
Itil

N SLIGHT
ll . tt+

GREÀT
tt.tt+

AVER.
SCORE*

ÀESTHETI C 0 0 0 9 31 60 ¿" tr,

RECREÀTION/
HUNTING 2 0 0 40 22 36 4.0

CROP
DEPREÐÀTION 0 4 27 64 0 0 2.6

PROPERTY
VÀLUE 0 0 2 67 31 0 3"3

TRESPÀSSER
PROBLEMS 0 11 33 56 2 0 2.5

OTHER 98 0 0 0 0 2

n=45
* Average score on a scale of 1 to 5, where 5 - great

positive effect, Q - slight positive effect,
J = neutral, ) = slight negative effect, and
1 - great negative effect.

Conservation tillage was considered to be valuable for
wildlife (average score 3.9). Compared to conventional til-
Iage, these practices provide additional sources of food as

spilled grains remain on the soil surface, Ieave more cover,

and cause less disruptions for ground nesting birds. Forage

and pasture improvements were also beneficial (average score

3.8), providing additional sources of food, nesting cover,

and protective habitat for small-er species. Field shelter-
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TABLE 4.16

THE EFFECTS CONSERVÀTION ÀCTIVITTES HAVE ON WILDLIFE

EFFECTS
FREQUENCTES e)

NO
OPINION

GREAT
ll_tt

SLIGHT
lr_il

N SLI GHT
tt . rt+

GREÀT
il. tt+

AVER.
SCORE*

CONSERVATI ON
TI LLAGE 64 0 0 I 22 4 3.9

WATER
RETENTI ON
STRUCTURES 78 0 0 7 I 7 4.0

FI ELD
SHELTERBELTS 76 0 0 11 11 2 3.6

GULLY ÀND
GRASSED
WATERWÀYS 80 0 2 13 2 2 3"2

FORAGE ÀND
PÀSTURE
IMPROVEMENTS 42 0 0 20 20 18 3.8

n
*

=45
Average score on a scale of 1 to 5, where 5 - great

positive effects, Q = slight positive effect,
J = neutral, / = slight negative effect, and'l = great negative ef f ect.

berts v¡ere deemed beneficial to wirdrife (average score

3.6). Many considered the newly estabrished trees not mature

enough yet, but specurated that they wilr eventually provide

nesting cover, travel corridors, shelter, shade and food.

GulIy stabilization and grassed waterways are generally
perceived to have little value for wildlife (average score
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3.3 ) , especially for nesting cover. ÀIthough the clearing

and reshaping of waterways destroyed existing habitat, it
also created the potential for new nesting areas and cover.

Interviewees were asked what changes could be made to

projects that could further enhance wildlife habitat. They

generally believed they should begin working more closely

with wildlife organizations to become more ar¡rare of suppor-

tive programs. Currently, there is insufficient information

readily accessible to farmers on how they can improve their
farming practices to better accommodate wildlife. Respon-

dents also mentioned that reduced taxes on marginal lands

could stimulate the establishment of more passive land use

practices, such as forage or trees, which would also benefit

wiIdIife.

Conservation tillage practices could be further improved

if fa11 tillage vras eliminated or reduced (ie: harrow once).

This would leave more spilt grain on the surface for wild-
life. In addition to a food source, standing stubble could

enhance cover for many wildlife species, such as grouse,

moles and associated predator species. Less tillage activity
would reduce overall disturbance.

Improvement to water retention structures themselves is

of limited value in the provision of wildlife habitat. How-

ever, dense nesting cover could be encouraged on adjacent

areas if livestock were fenced out. The placement of wood

duck nesting boxes would further diversify the habitat.
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Fierd sherterberts courd better provide wildrife needs if
berry bushes were more regularly integrated into shelter-
belts and if grassed strips v¡ere maintained along shelter-
beIts. Habitat would be increased if more shelterbelts were

esLabrished throughout the area. To encourage sherterbelt
incorporation into the on-farm management plan, local farm-

ers should be provided with financial and technical incen-

tives to establish trees both on-farm and up-field, paralIe1

to municipal road allowances.

Forage and pasture improvement projects were viewed as

being most valuable as feed, cover and nesting habitat.
Derayed and/or rotational grazing are perceived as practical
measures that improve habitat. No comments y¡ere forthcoming

regarding gully stabilization or grassed waterways.

Sixty percent of those interviewed vrere interested in
making their farms more attractive to wildlife (average

score 3.9). One half (51.1%) have previously taken specific
action. The average total acreage set aside by such indi-
viduals is 40 ha (100 ac), with a range of 0.8 160 ha Q
400 ac). Àn average 11 ha (27 ac) of wetland, ranging from

0.4 35 ha (l 87 ac), and 16 ha (+O ac) of native pas-

ture, ranging from 6 - 28 ha(15 - 70 ac), vrere set aside.

The average size woodlot is 38 ha (gS ac), ranging from 2 -
160 ha (q 400 ac). ÀIthough the total habitat acreage

represented three categories, the distribution can not be
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accurately presented because of many indistinct habitat are-

as. Many respondents v¡ere unsure of the exact acreage of

each. The attempt at categorization does, however, provide a

general picture of the land base as currently set aside for
wildlife habitat.

4.10 SUI¡Í}{ARY OF REST LTS

DSWMA members vrere surveyed to establish the effectiveness

of a government sponsored, Iocally administered conservation

initiative. ÀII interviewed members farmed on or near the

escarpment, and generally had several years farming experi-
ence. Most respondents learned of the DSWMA through their
neighbours and joined because of their personal interest in

soil and water conservation. Conservation projects vrere

undertaken for the combined benefit of themselves, their
community and society. The conservation mandate and struc-
ture of the DSWMÀ has provided members with the opportunity

to pursue these interests that they otherwise may not have

been financially or technically able to do.

The executive members and the field technician efficient-
ly conducted the administrative affairs of the Àssociation.

The success of the Association was a result of their good

public relations with members, their informative tours of

the demonstration sites, and their provision of information
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to members. Àlthough effective, the administration of

DSWMÀ's activities could be improved with the inclusion of

incentives, with financial assistance from the government,

to encourage more sustainable land use practices on marginal

lands. The dissemination of project information to members,

and perhaps non-members, could be improved with the publica-

tion of a newsletter. Executive representation from all
parts of the Àssociation could better reflect area concerns.

The DSWMÀ could encourage associated government agencies

to better coordinate their involvement with the Àssociations

activities. Linkages with other funding programs and agen-

cies could enable greater project variety. The Àssociation

could become more supportive of wildlife habitat with the

provision of information on creating/ improving habitat.
Securement of sufficient government financial support v¡as

considered essential to ensure that the Àssociations mandate

r.ras met.

Projects demonstrated

be effective for dealing

management problems. The

these projects could not

toring and experience was

operation. The unusually

impeded the establishment

None-the-1ess, a positive

through the DSWMÀ were perceived to

with various local soil and water

cost-effectiveness of many of

be determined until further moni-

obtained through their continued

dry conditions in recent years

and progress of many projects.

attitude has prevailed, and the
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beneficial effects of the DSWMÀ's activities continue to
unfold.

Farmers perceived the implementation of conservation

practices into their agricultural operations to be economi-

cally viable. Àlthough only a slight reduction in short term

production costs r.rere realized, the prospect of long term

protection of the land base from erosion v¡as perceived to be

of greater va1ue. Initial assessments of the intangible
benefits of stubble and surface residue management centred

on reduced wind and water erosion, improved sno!{ capture and

greater in situ moisture retention. Long term benefits h'ere

perceived to be greater erosion control, improved soil
structure, reduced production input costs and more flexible
tillage systems.

Water retenLion structures were constructed to attain a

variety of personal and societal benefits, including on-farm

water management and storage, reduced downstream flooding,
ground water recharge sites and water/habitat for wildlife.
General- uncertainty prevailed with respect to t.he immediate

effects of the structures. This uncertainty may be a result
of the drier than normal conditions in recent years and/or a

lack of experience with operational structures. Some direcL

benefits were realized in reduced immediate downstream

flooding, Iivestock water supply, recreational swimming and

aesthetic appeal. lhere was speculation that less flooding
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and erosion in the entire drainage system might be induced

and that they were beneficial to wildlife. The structures

vrere expected to eventually provide measureable beneficial
effects to justify the initial financía1 investment.

Fie1d shelterbelts are important to the area, and llere

anticipated to provide a variety of benefits to individual
farm operations. Àlthough those established through the

DSWMA have not yet made significant impacts, the members are

confident that, over their Iifetime, the shelterbelts r,¡i1I

more than compensate for their establishrnent costs. Winter

snow retention may increase moisture levels great enough to

support increased yields of as much as 1 0 extra bushels per

acre. Shelterbelts, through wind reduction, complement farm

operations by extending daity spraying times, reducing win-

drow damage and protecting soil from erosion when more

intensive tillage operations are necessary. Properly located

shelterbelts can create micro-climates that reduce evapo-

transpiration levels and increase heat units.

Stabilized gullies and grassed waterways were considered

beneficial in abating water course degradation. Both tech-

niques were effective in reducing the amount of soil erosion

in the immediate vicinity. These projects appear to also

improve the market value of the f arml-and. Gully stabi l iza-

tion does not significantly affect wildlife or machinery

operation, but does possess some aesthetic value. Grassed
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v¡aterv¡ays Iikewise appears to of f er Iittle habitat va1ue,

but does improve the convenience of machinery operation.

The benefits were perceived to justify implementation cost.s.

Forage and pasture management trials attempted to improve

areas with rolling terrain, eroded knolIs, saline intercepts

and existing f orage sites. The most f avourable results rrrere

real-ized on the erosion prone and saline areas. Establish-
ment expenditures vrere justified since slight economic ben-

efits were realized in crop yields, property values, in situ
water management and reduced farm operating expenses.

The general attitude towards wildlife was very positive.
Respondents vrere generally avrare of the positive effects
their conservation activities were having on wildlife and

wildlife habitat. The water retention structures were per-

ceived to have the greatest value for wild1ife, as they pro-

vided a source of water for drinking and nesting habitat for
waterfowl. Conservation tillage activities r{ere also consid-

ered to be valuable, especially for an additional source of

feed, cover and less disturbed habitat.

Forage and pasture improvements were considered benefi-

cial for providing food, nesting cover and protective habi-

tat. Shelterbe1ts, although not mature yetr wiIl provide

nesting cover, travel corridors, shelter, shade and food.

Gully stabilization and grassed watervlay projects were not

considered to be either destructive or beneficial for wild-
life.
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One half of the respondents have taken specific action to

enhance wildlife opportunities. Sixty percent are interested

in making their farms more attractive to wiIdIife. However,

insufficient information is readily accessible on how their
farming practices could better accommodate wildlife. The

general attitude r.¡as that significant progress could be made

if the DSWMÀ became more closely associated with supportive
programs of wildlife organizations. The DSWMÀ is in general

support of "no net 1oss" of wildlife habitat in the local
escarpment area.
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Chapter V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMÈÍENDÀTIONS

5.1 coNcLusloNs

The DSWMÀ model is a successful locally administered

approach to resource management that coordinates multi-agen-

cy assistance with farmers' soil, water and habitat conser-

vation activities. Farmers are made more aware of local
resource problems and the management techniques available to

address them while effectively and efficiently channelling

agency assistance to practical conservation activities. The

DSWMA projects are improving farmers' management of local
resources, providing the opportunity to diversify their
farms further, and ensuring their farms productivity is sus-

tained. The continual development and implementation of bet-
ter resource management practices is not Iimited to the

farmers' willingness to adopt these practices. It is limited
by agencies' outdated "reactive" mandates, inefficient pro-

gram delivery systems and reluctance to collectively cooper-

ate as a united resource management planning team.

Four primary conclusions were drawn from this study:

1. the locally administered DSWMA was an effective
resource management planning delivery system,
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2. resource management agencies need to develop better

inter-agency administrative cooperation and coordina-

tion,
3. coordinated resource management planning is the best

approach to integrating multiple land use objectives,

and

4. education is important in improving the avrareness and

knowledge of resource management technologies and

activities.

5.1.1 The Deerwood Soil and t{ater ManaqemenÈ Association

Àgricultural land management programs traditionally have

been designed from the top down. The Deerwood Soil and

Water Management Association (oSw¡¿a) model has demonstrated

a new approach. It involves the participation of local pro-

ducers from the identification of objectives through to

project demonstration and evaluation. The underlying philos-

ophy of this approach to conservation is that local resi-
dents are best able to identify local resource issues and

thereby apply effective conservation technologies to address

them. Producers are receptive to this type of program

because it encourages them to pursue conservation activities
that benefit themselves, their community and the environ-

ment.
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DSWMA members were concerned about 1oca1 resource issues

and shared a common interest in managing them more responsi-

bly. Membership was sought for a number of reasons: First,
members attributed their initial interest in the DSWMÀ to

the fact that locaI input vras encouraged in identifying
locaI resource issues and prospective management options. It
vras important to members to be involved in the conservation

and management planning for their lands. The DSWMÀ provided

the leadership and encouragement to do this.

Second, members believed that there v¡as a common public

and private interest in responsible resource management

planning. The DSWMA was perceived to be an efficient body

through which the public's support for conservation activi-
ties could be administered. The success of the DSWMA is due

Iargely to the technical and financial assistance from vari-
ous public and private institutions. This was important in

reducing the economic risk associated with experimental

techniques.

Third, it was important to members that a system exist

through which they could exchange information and expand

their knowledge base through outside sources. The DSWMÀ cre-

ated a central coordinating body that provided a single

source that farmers could turn to for technical and finan-

cial assistance. The DSWMÀ has reduced confusion over dif-
ferent programs and information sources through informing
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members about the different types of technical assistance

from various sources and coordinating the delivery of public

and private institutions conservation services.

Fourth, the DSWMÀ facilitated the demonstration of site
specific Iand management practices. Through these activi-
ties, farmers have indicated greater av¡areness of the envi-

ronment and the impact their Iand use practices have on it.
Site specific demonstrations expose farmers to local
resource issues and the technology available to address

these issues. The implementation of the various conservation

techniques on the farms has provided a natural laboratory

for Iearning and developing effective techniques. The result
is better informed farmers who are conservation conscious

and receptive to alternative, more environmentally responsi-

ble farming practices.

In addition, these demonstrations stimulate and support

more "grass roots" thinking on local resource issues. This

loca1 involvement is a critical factor in changing tradi-
tional land use practices. As one member explained ..."rt
gets people thinking about what they are doing instead of

just doing it ouL of routine." Breaking these "routine"

land-use practices is a critical first step towards wide-

spread adoption of conservation farming practices.

The central theme of the DSWMÀ has been on-farm conserva-

tion planning, focusing on controlling water induced soil
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erosion. To accomplish this, the DSWMÀ has promoted in situ
moisture management through the establishment of permanent

cover, conservation tillage and shelterbelts, and the man-

agement of excess surface water through stabilized gullies,
grassed waterways and water retention structures.

Conservation tillage activities consisted of a variety of

demonstrations that accomodated the use of conventional til-
lage equipment while encouraging experimentation with vari-
ous nevr conservation equipment. The diversity of activities
assisted farmers in selecting appropriate techniques for
their particular operation. Farmers adjusted their til-lage
practices and changed their tillage and cropping systems at

a rate they $¡ere comf ortable with. They v¡ere also able to
take that "next step" and experiment with, for example, zero

tillage.

Conservation tillage improved the use of available mois-

ture and protection and enhancement of the soil productivi-
ty, created more flexible tillage systems, promoted compli-

mentary activities and increased the general awareness of

the environment and economic values associated with these

activities. OveraIl, these practices have aided these farms

to become environmentally responsible, resource efficient
and productively and economically sustainable. Members indi-
cated they plan to progress further with these activities
and work towards a more "holistic" approach to farm manage-

ment.
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Water retenLion structures were an intrigal part of a

complete on-farm nanagement plan and a regional watershed

resource management plan. The multi-purpose dams were valued

most. The structures enabled the efficient use of natural

moisture supplies, the securement of water to maintain

present farm requirements, and the diversification of farm

operations. CoIlectively, these structures offer many ben-

efits to society. They protect public property from floods

and reduce public maintenance expenditures and flood damage

repairs. They also are environmentaly valuable for maintain-

ing rural water quaJ-ity, recharging ground water reserves,

and enhancing wildlife habitat.

Overa1l, the water retention structures have illustrated
to farmers that on-farm water management is important, is
feasible and individual farmers are capable of effectively
managing the resource. The rural community witnessed the

cumulative impact of the structures on the whole catchment

basin. À positive atmosphere now exists and complimentary

actions are serving to better provide for their rural commu-

nity.

Forage and pasture activities consisted of permanent cov-

er establishment on marginal lands, overseeding forages into

existing stands and green nanure cover crops in place of

summerfallow. The benefits of these activities v¡ere reduced

soil erosion, increased surface moisture infiltration, and
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improved soil nutrient recycling, soil structure, weed con-

trol and wildtife habitat. Other noted benefits included

increased crop diversity and extended crop rotation systems

that reduced insect, disease and weed problems, more effi-
cient and productive grazing systerns and "emergency" fodder

for livestock. Interest was expressed in experimenting with

biological pest control strategies, rotational grazing sys-

tems and delayed forage harvesting and pasture grazing for
the benefit of wildlife.

Forage and pasture improvements are good investments for
livestock and mixed operations. Green manure crops provide a

practical alternative to summerfallow while enhancing soil
moisture and nutrients. These Iow-cost investments have made

these farm operations more viable.

Fietd shelterbelts were another economical management

practice that required IittIe financial risk. Investments

consisted largely of time and labour for tree maintenance.

Returns on investment trere considered to be slow but sub-

stantial. Few shelterbelts deviated from the standard sin-
gle row, green ash design which limited exposure to the

variety of economic and environmental- benefits. A mainte-

nance program was not an option, but was considered an

important feature that could improve tree survival and

growth rates. Àlthough shelterbelts may not compliment every

farm management plan, they do provide a valuable low-cost

conservation option.
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Stabilized gullies and grassed waterways facilitate the

safe movement of excess surface water while minimizing soil
degradation. Stabilized gullies prevented further loss of

productive farmland through site specific activities such as

silt catchments, terraces, erosion mats, and adjacent land

use changes such as conservation ti1lage, permanent cover

crops and shelterbelts. Waterways complemented farm manage-

ment plans by providing a safe methods of transporting sur-

face runoff across farmland that other conservation meas-

ures, such as conservation tiIlage, stubble management and

permanent cover could not retain in situ. Stabilized gul-

lies and grassed waterways are valuable conservation prac-

tices when surface runoff cannot be avoided.

5.1.2 Àdninistrative Cooperatíon and Coordination

The maintenance and preservation of our natural resources

is a task best shared by a number of responsible individuals

and agencies. The DSWMÀ demonstrated a coordinating body

through which multi-agency involvement could be facilitated.
The model illustrated a framework through which farmers were

willing and able to work in partnership with public and pri-
vate sector agencies. Furthermore, the model represents an

opportunity for integrated resource management planning that

can occur in a fast, ef.ficient and flexible manner. Unfortu-
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nately, program delivery vras impeded by the lack of inter-a-
gency cooperation.

The primary agencies involved with the DSWMA v¡ere the

Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Administration (pfRe), the Mani-

toba Department of Agriculture (UOe), and Ducks Unlimited

Canada (nu). The principal source of technical and financial
assistance was the Federal-Provincial Àgri-Food program. DU

provided technical and financial assistance to the DSWMA.

The DSI^IMÀ coordinated the delivery of the agencies' assis-

tance with the conservation activities of the members. Mem-

bers were generally satisfied with the DSWMÀ's internal
administration. However, executive members considered the

two separate administrative systems used by the government

agencies to be inefficient and unnecessary. These agencies'

criteria for allocating funds were inflexible and required

excessive documentation. This placed unreasonable adminis-

trative demands on board executives which greatly reduced

the efficient allocation of public conservation expendi-

tures.

Financial assistance from DU, although somewhat limited,
was generally more efficiently allocated to the soil and

habitat conservation activities. The most valuable attribute
of DU's delivery system was flexibility. Annual financial
contributions to the DSWMÀ were unrestricted and could be

freely administered to various conservation and habitat
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activities. This flexibility allowed the DSWMÀ to implement

technologies locally accepted and support more creative and

ambitious conservation activities. DSI^IMA members accredited

much of the improved habitat and wildlife numbers, especial-
ly around retention structures, to DU's activities and con-

sidered their continued involvement important to the DSWMA's

holistic resource management planning.

The DSWMA modelled a coordinating body to facilitate mul-

ti-agency involvement and encourage inter-agency cooperation

to assist with local resource management planning. A locaIly
administered coordinating body is an efficient mechanism for
linking these agencies' technical and financial resources

with farmers' operations in addressing specific resource

concerns. Although the DSWMA has demonstrated an effective
model, a larger decentralized "regional" coordinating body

such as a conservation district could support the adminis-

trative facilities and increase the number of participating
agencies. The DSWMÀ would take on a "subregional" or subdis-

trict coordinating role in this scenario. More extensive

agency participation, combined with better inter-agency

cooperation and coordination, and an efficient and flexible
IocaI delivery body would stimulate more creative, workable

and loca1ly accepted conservation activities.
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5.1.3 CoordínaÈed Resource Manaoement Planninq

The conservation techniques demonstrated by the DSWMA

have proven to be effective activities for specific manage-

ment problems. However, no one technology will solve all
farm conservation concerns. Each conservation technique will
provide the optimum value when incorporated into a holistic
farm management plan. Most members unfortunately did not

receive enough guidance and support to adequately develop

such a plan for their farms.

Agr icul-tural conservation technologies vrere the primary

interest of farmers, but they hrere also interested in
addressing all resource issues especially those dealing

with wildlife. Farmers, aware of the negative effects of

their past land use practices on wildlife, were in general

support of a "no net loss" of wildlife habitat. Farmers'

actions to incorporate practices and develop areas compli-

mentary to wildlife was limited due to a lack of knowledge

and readly available assistance from wildlife agencies.

Farmers urged wildlife and other resource agencies to assume

more responsibte roles and become more involved in develop-

ing farm resource management plans.

The DSWMA has assumed a leadership role in coordinaLing

various interests in managing local farm resources. This has

been an exceptionally important achievement in initiating
local- farmers' involvement with planning management tech-
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nigues for themselves. However, resource problems are sel-
dom limited to an individual farm's resources or resource

uses. When put in perspective, the DSWMÀ's activities are

only one sma11 step toward a responsible resource management

ethic an integration of resource management planning.

Integrating agriculture, wild1ife, forestry, recreation and

other environmental interests is most efficiently achieved

through local groups, such as conservation districts, that

are best equiped to initiate the process and monitor prog-

ress. Coordinated resource management planning promotes

coordination and cooperation between agencies, groups and

individual resource users. It initiates, under the direction
and consent of all users of the resources in the area, a

plan that integrates regional resources and their uses into
one unified land use management plan that minimizes con-

flicts and rnatches land uses with their ecological capabili-
ties. The development of such a plan would facilitate the

expansion and implementation of the DSWMÀ's initiative
throughout the Pembina escarpment area.

5.1 .4 Education

DSWMA members have shown great interest in resource tech-

nologies that aid them in making their farms more productive

and environmenÈalIy sound. The DSWMA model has improved
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access to, and increased the availability of conservation

information through the coordination of various agencies'

assistance programs with farmers' needs. More importantly,

however, the DSWMA model exposed farmers to an array of con-

servation ideas through annual meetings, guest speakers and

tours of locaI conservation demonstration sites. Farmers'

avrareness of available conservation technologies has been

improved while simultaneously stimulating thought on possi-

ble solutions to their farm's resource management problems.

Personal assessment of experimental technologies is of great

importance to farmers as they decide for themselves what

works best in their operation. Experimentation is limited
only by farmers' innovativeness and agencies' knowledge and

support of up-to-date conservation technologies.

Government agencies provided valuable assistance to the

DSWMA members on "conventional-" conservation technologies.

This assistance, although important, has not fuIfilled the

information needs of farmers to maintain and enhance the

development of more innovative conservation techniques.

Technical field personnel require better knowledge of pro-
gressive resource management technologies while simultane-

ously assuming more responsibitity over monitoring and

assessing locaI demonstrations. Senior agency officials need

to re-examine and develop more proactive mandates. The bot-

tom Iine is that both public and private agencies must

assume a partnership role in future program initiatives.
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Farmer's need more responsible and flexible supporting agen-

c ies.

PubIic education is an essential component of any manage-

ment planning effort involving natural resources. Àgricul-

tural production systems have been stereotyped as ineffi-

cient and environmentally degrading processes. It is,

therefore, important to better inform the public that the

farm community is egually concerned about the environment

and with their assistance are pursuing better management

practices. It is the responsibility of individuals, groups

and agencies involved with resource management planning to

inform the public. Most importantly, the next generation of

resource users need to be made aware of the conservation

ethic so that the land and the land users can " ... both end

up better by reason of their partnership . o . " (Leopold

1939).

5.2 RECOMI.ÍENDATIONS

The Deerwood Soil and Water Management Àssociation model

has great potential for employing integrated resource man-

agement planning in the agricultural regions of the prov-

ince. Based on the experiences of the DSWMA members and a

review of the related IiÈerature, the following recommenda-
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tions are provided to improve the DSWMA model and facilitate
the expansion of this conservation initiative.

5.2.1 Reconmendations to Farmers

1. Farmers have the primary responsibility of operating

a business that is both economically viable and envi-

ronmentally responsible. Farmers should, therefore,
take the conservation initiative and incorporate

appropriate conservation technologies into their
operaLions.

2. Farmers should take advantage of the technical and

financial assistance available to them for resource

management planning from various agencies such as the

Manitoba Department of Agriculture, the Prairie Farm

Rehabilitation Àdministration, the Manitoba Depart-

ment of Natural Resources, Ducks Unlimited, and locaI

fish and game clubs.

3. Farmers need to make these agencies aware of the

shortcomings of their present extension programs and

make them more responsive to farmers information

needs regarding resource management.
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5.2.2 RecommendaÈions to the DSWIIÀ

The DSWMÀ should continue to operate as a local pro-

ducer group demonstrating conservation technologies

appropriate for local resource management problems.

Executive representation from all parts of the Asso-

ciation should be considered so that all area con-

cerns are represented.

À project advisory board for each project type should

be established to monitor, evaluate and report to the

executive board project activities.
Future conservation activities demonstrated through

the DSf^lMA should be implemented as an intrigal part

of a comprehensive on-farm managemen! plan.

The high degree of interest by members in creating
and enhancing wildlife habitat suggests that the

DSWMÀ should incorporate wildlife habitat enhancement

into its conservation objectives.

The DSWMÀ should develop a report outlining its wild-
life objectives on area farmland. This report should

outline an initial framework for the implementation

of an integrated land management mosaic to complement

a regional mosaic by the Pembina Valley Conservation

District "

7. The DSWMÀ should establish a newsletter that covers

DSWMA events, activities and demonstration high-

.1 
.

2.

3.

¿-

6.
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Iiqhts. The newsletter should be distributed to mem-

bers and supporting agencies, and made available to

other interested parties.

Specific recommendations for each project type are as fol-
lows:

Conservation tillage
improved monitoring of tillage activities

- provide members with more/better information
on new technol-ogies
continue to purchase/lease/rent any equipment
that promotes conservation

Water retention structures
the implementation and monitoring of these
structures should remain the focus of the
program.
the initial intention to establish a "network"
of structures on the South Tobacco Creek
watershed should remain a priority.
the support ceiling on construction costs
should be increased to accomrnodate Iarger
dams in the class 2 and 3 drains.

- DSWMÀ should seek inter-agency support in
designing, Iocating and constructing these
structures.
consideration should be given to the demo-
nstration of alternative structure designs.

FieId shelterbelts
- demonstrations should expand to encompass

technical and financial assistance for
shelterbelt planning, establishmentr Rãint-
enance and renovation.

- a shelterbelt maintenance program should be
made available to interested members.
shelterbelt demonstrations should be
initiated jointly with the local RM's on
unused road rights-of-way and on private
lands parallel to municipal roads.

GuIIy stabilization and grassed waterways
integrate she.Iterbelts to protect against
snow accumulation in channels.
continue cooperative efforts on waterway
works with local municipalities.

Forage and pasture improvements
focus assistance on site specific problem
areas such as saline seeps, highly erodible

1.

¿-

4.

3.

tr
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knolls and mine reclamations.
increase assistance for demonstrating and
implementing rotational grazing systems.

- continue to encourage the demonstration
of various forage varieties, including
those for green manure crops, native plant
species, and those useful for enhancing
wildlife habitat.

6. In addition to these improvements, the DSWMA should
continue to demonstrate other conservation techniques
such as vegetated field boarders, terracing, contour
cropping and woodlot establishment and management.

7. To enhance the value of the present conservation
activities for wildlife, it is recommended:

conservation practices should be used that
reduce or eliminate fa11 tillage operations.
dense nesting cover should be established
on uplands surrounding water retention
structures.
field shelterbelts should contain a variety
of tree species, including berry species.
fietd shelterbelt planning should take into
account their value as travel corridors along
waterways and between woodlots.
delayed forage harvesting and delayed grazing
should be activities demonstrated as
practical measures to improve habitat in key
nesting areas.

5.2.3 Recomendations to the Pembina VaIlev Conservation
Di str ict

1. The Pembina VaIley Conservation District should

assume the role of a decentralized regional body that

provides coordination, education and lobbies for sup-

port from public and private institutions for groups,

such as the DSWMÀ, interested in resource management.

2. To facilitate the development of a coordinated

resource management plan, the PVCD should establish a
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3.

coordinating committee that consists of representa-

tives from all leveIs of government, non-government

organízaLions and other local- groups with an interest
in local resource planning and management.

À moderator should be appointed to conduct the plan-

ning sessions. In order to avoid perceived bias, an

outside moderator would be more effective.

Recommendations to the Government of t¿anitoba

The Provincial Government must take the lead rol-e in

extending the principals of the DSWMÀ model through-

out Àgro-Manitoba. Coordinated resource management

planning should be institutionalized in Manitoba with
legislative designation that specifies the role of

conservation districts in the program

The MDÀ should assume a more proactive mandate that
is more responsive to farmers conservation needs.

Extension personnel in the MDÀ need to become betLer

trained and knowledgable of new conservation technol--

ogies and become better equiped to monitor and evalu-

ate conservation demonstrations.

Inter-agency cooperation should be given high priori-
ty for improving the effectiveness of program deliv-
ery and efficiency of public expenditures.

5.2.4

1"

2.

3.

4.
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5. The Department of Natural Resources should establish

regional field representatives to provide farmer's

with easy access to wildlife information. These posi-

tions should be incorporated into regional agricul-
tural offices.
The Department of EducaLion should upgrade agricul-
ture/ecological and natural resource management cur-
riculum content for primary, secondary and post-sec-

ondary educational institutions.
The Province should establish courses in resource

conservation and management that provide training to

farmers, extension personnel and field technicians in

current conservation and management practices.

A farm tax rebate program should be initiated by the

Province in addition to the "conservation lands" tax

adjustment with the objective of further encouraging

conservation land use practices and less development

pressure on marginal lands.

Àn economic evaluation of the cost-effectiveness of

the DSWMA's conservation activities should be con-

ducted by the Department of Àgriculture with addi-

tional support from Water Resources and the Depart-

ment of Natural Resources, Wildlife Branch.

7.

B.

9.
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5.2.5

10.

i1.

12.

Recommendations to the Government of Canada

The PFRÀ should develop a more proactive conservation

mandate that provides the necessary leadership to the

farm community on progressive resource management

techn iques.

PFRÀ extension personnel should receive better train-
ing on innovative conservation technologies and field
demonstration monitoring.

The PFRA should assign inter-agency cooperation a

high priority to ensure the delivery of future pro-

grams are more effectively and efficiently adminis-

tered.

5.2.6 Recommendations to Wildlife Aoencies

All wildlife agencies should place more emphasis on

developing landowner programs that promote conserva-

tion farming practices which compliment wildlife.
wildlife agencies should work more closely with agri-
culture agencies to develop policies and programs

that complement each other's conservation goals.

Ducks Unlimited should become more active in design-

ing and demonstrating resource management activities
with agricultural agencies and increase the financial
support to farmers initiating these conservation/ha-

bitat activities.

1.

2.

3.
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4. Wildlife Habitat Canada should actively support and

promote joint agricul-ture-wild1ife conservation pro-
grams.

5.2.7 Recommendations to all Resource lrlanaoement Àoencies

1. The development of future conservation programs,

whether initiated by public or private agencies, or

locaI groups, should seek to coordinate and integrate
their conservation interests with one another so that
all programs compliment each other's conservation

goaIs.

2. À11 agencies should support and encourage multi-agen-
cy cooperation in coordinating resource management

plann i ng .

3. À11 agencies should recognize the importance of input
by local resource users and encourage their involve-
ment in developing, implementing and monitoring

resource management plans on their land.

4. Information campaigns should be initiated by al1
resource agencies to increase awareness and demand

for resource management programs such as the DSWMA

modeI.

5. All agencies shourd support interest relief or subsi-

dy programs on the purchase of conservation equip-

ment.
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DEERfTOOD SOIL ÀND }JÀTER MÀNÀGEMENT ÀSSOCIATION

LÀNDOWNER I NFORT.ÍÀTI ON

I ntervieH number:

Dôte:

Nône:

Àddress:

Phone #:

Lot/legaI description :

DSÍ¡MA project participation

t.

DEFINITION OF TERHS

CoNVENTIONÀL TILLÀGE: a system where the soil surface
is totalÌy nixed or inverted by ploi{ing, disking or
other means to control weeds and to prepãre a seed
bed. Seeding is done into a seed bed with littte or
no res idue cover.

CONSERVÀTION TILLÀGE: any soil rianagement systeÍì that
le¿ves the soil nore resistãnt to erosion and con-
serves more moisture thân does conventional tillage
by retaining crop residue on the soil surface.

REDUCED TILLÀGE: a syste¡n in çhich the nurìber of til.-
Lage operalions are less than and not as intense as
conven t ional ti1la9e.

MINIMUM ?ILLÀG8: ê system which retâins a portion of
the previous croprs residue on the soil surface by
using the least soil disturbance metbods for crop
production under existing soil and clinatic condi-
tions.

ZERO-TILLÀGE (No-till): a systeri where â crop is
seeded directly into undistu;bed stubble from the
previous crop, rrith less than 25 percent soil distur-
tânce. Che¡nical !Ìeed control is ã necessary part of
the system. Other nanes are no-tillage, chemical til-
1a9e, direct seeding or direct drillin9.

INFLUENCE

3-

4-

5,

POSIlI VE

SretE-----=ÏÏõñT neutral

ç¿

NEGÀTIVE

ãliõh-E great no
opi n ion
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GENERÀL

1. The DSWMÀ was established in 1984. f.¡hen did you become a

menber ?

year _

2. Hos did you lind out about the DsfitfÀ?

3.a) Why did you join the DSrü,rA?

b) rihy did you

4. To whaL extent did the financ

provided through the DSWMÀ infl
water conservation prac t ices on

INF

a) financial. incentives 5 4

b) technicâL incentives 5 4

c) other 5 4

become ô nember uhen

5. The following is a List of probÌens fãr¡ners face sith
their lând. Thinking of the problems you rìay have bãd on

your land before the DSW}.,|À project started, on approximately

how ¡nany acres was each a problern?

COM}IENT ÀCRES

you did?

iâ1 and techni.caL assistance

uence you to adopt soil and

your farm?

LUENCE NO

N - OPINION

321 0

321 0

321 0

a) sa 1in i tyla l kal in i ty

b) si nd erosion

c) uater erosion

d) organic ¡nat ter decline

e) soi I compaction

f) poor drai nage (floodinq)

q) Lack of moisture retention

h) $eeds/disease

i) other (specify)

6,Hov¡ hâve these probl.ens chânged since the

ÀCRES

sal.inity/alkalinity (

vri nd eros ion (

uater eros ion (

organ ic matter decline (

soi I corìpaction (

poor dra i nage (fIooding) (

lôck of rìoisture retention (

weeds/disease (

other ( speci fy) (

-2-

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

s)

h)

i)

DSfì¡tÀ

CHÀNGE

N

432
432
432

432
432
432
432
432

sLa rted?

NO

- OPI NION



7.a) Have you undertaken any drainâge operations, broken any

nâtive pasture, or cleared bùsh on your far¡n in the 10 years

prior to beconing a DSf.rUÀ r¡ìenber? Y N If no,90 to f10.

b) HoÎ rnany acres?

_ acres of drainage operãtions

_ acres of native pasture broken

acres ôf bush c1êârêd

8.a) Have yoù undertãken añy drainage operations, broken

native pasture or cleâred busb on your fârm while â DSû¡MÀ

menber? y_ N_

b) gor¡ many acres?

_ ¿rcres of drainage operations

_ acres of native pasture broken

_ âcres of bush cleared

9. lühat are the ¡¡ain reasons for these aclivilies on your

fa r¡¡?

_ to brìng more land into production

_ to mãke field work eêsier

_ to gain rnore wheât board quota

_ to reduce da¡nage to crops by reildlife

other

10. a) Do you plan to undertãke any drainage operations,

break native pasture, or clear bush on your farn ',rithin the

next 5 yeais? Y tt If no, go to #11

b) How rnany acres?

acres ot dra i nãqe operations

acres of native pasture broken

acres of bush c leâ red

11, What effect hãs the DSI.IMÀ soil and wêter management den-

onsLration project hâd on your:

a) aeareness of soi 1

conserva t i on

b) skills in soil

conservô t ion

c) soil conservat ion

activities
d) asa reness of

+ N - OPINT ON

543210

543210

s432r0

noisture manaqement 5 4 3 2 1 0

d) other _ 5 4 3 2 1 0

12.a) How effective do you feel you hôve been aL decreâsing

soil erosion on your tarm?

EPFECTIVENESS NO

+ N - OPINION

543210

-4-



b) conment:

13.a) Oo you feel you have been effective at decreasing off-
farrn proble¡ns âssociated l,,ith soil erosio¡?

EPFECTIVENESS

+N

543210

b) connenL:

'14.ô) Hou inportant are the DSú,¡MÀ

tions to your farming operation?

ove ra I1

conservation tillaqe
eater retent i on structures

gulIies ând grassed $atert{ays

forage and pasture

f ield shelterbelts

b) I,Jhy are they important/not inportant to you?

onservation def¡ìonstra-

TMPORlANCE

15.â) Hoo inportant are the DSWMÀ conservation demonstra-

tions Lo your area?

IMPORTÀNCE NO

+ N - oPINION

5432t0
b)f,Jhy are they iûìportant/not imporLant to your area?

N

3

3

3

3

3

3

NO

OPI NI ON
16.a) Do you, as a farmer, teel there is a need for an Àsso-

ciation like the DStüLlA in your area?

NEED NO

+ N - opl NIoN

54321 0

b) why do you tbink it is needed in your area?



17.a) Overall, do you feel the DSÍÌMÀ has been effective in

developing and demonstrating a soil and q¡ater rnanagement

Projec t ?

EFFECTIVENESS NO

+ N _ oPI NIoN

54321 0

b) comment:

18.a) whât changes (if any) uould make the ÀssociaLion nore

a tt rãc t ive to you?

À1ÎRÀCTIVENESS NO

+ N - OPINION

1. no changes needed 5 4 3 2 1 0

2. incentives to retain bush

lots/narginâ1. Lands/sloughs 5

3. provide ¡nore/better information 5

4. increase financial assistance 5

5. increase technical âssistance 5

6. other 5

b) conrnents:

19.a) Ho¡, sãtisfied are yoù with the vârious governments and

DSIIMA's systen of:

1. financial assistance

2. techn ical assistãnce

3. tine taken to receive funding

4. other

4

4

4

4

4

b) conments:

32

32
32

10
10
10
10
't0

SÀTI SFÀCTION

+N

20, Fron r,,,hat you know about the DSWMÀ at this time, would

you recomnend it to other farmers in other nunicipalities?

RECOI{MEND NO

+ N - OPINI ON

54321 0

2l.a) HoL, irnportðnt is it to you that the activities of

Lhe Dslll.{À continue?

IMPORTÀNCE NO

+ N - OPINI ON

54321 0

NO

OPINION

0

0

0

0



b) Conments:

22,a) lf DSWUÀ should continue, îhat should be the objec-

tives of its rìanagement plan?

b)what direction should it take concerning soil conserva-

t ion?

c) what direction should it take concerning rrater manage-

ment?

23. If you have not tried conservation tillâge on your farn,

uhy not?

24. If you hâve not constructed any lrater retention struc-

Lures as part of the Dsfll.fÀ denonstraLion project, why not?

25, If you hâve not applied for assistance in establishing

or naintaining f iel.d shelterbel.ts, why not?



26. If you did not practice any 9u11y stabilization or con-

strucy any grassed Íaternays as â DsllìfÀ project demonstra-

t ion, why not?

27. ff. yo\t did not prãcLice âny torage or pasture improve-

ments under the DSI.IMÀ dernonstration project, r{hy not?

CONSSRVÀTION TILLÀGE

1. what term best describes your present tillage system?

1 convent iona 1 tillage
2 conservat i on tillage

_ rni n inun tiÌlage

_ reduced tillage

_ no Lillâge

2.a) How nany tillage operations do you perform to prepare ã

seed bed?

CROP I FÀLL I

_l_t

b) Conments:

3.a) DsfluÀ has provided vârious implements for its rneÍìbers

¿o rent. Have you tried any of this equiprnent? Y N

b) Hot{ satisfied rrere you uith it?
-advantages/di sadvânta ges

-perfor¡nance (soil. type/conditions)

-speed/conven ience

- 12 _

SPRING

E9:

-cost s (ren t /purchase/opera t ion )

- crop residue it t{as ùsed on

-crop residue it wôs used on



a) Haybuster hoe drill

b) Haybuster doùble disc dritl

c) Lyleston double disc drill

54321

d) Tye DD nith colters drill.

5432r

e) Ànazon hoe drill 5 4 3 21

54321

f) conershay di rect seeded

9) Blàde Þlol,{s

54321

h) Sub soiler 5 4 3 2 1

54321

54321

i ) other

54321

4. f.lhâ t effect has using conservation ti11a9e nethods had

on:

s4321

a) crop yields

EFFECT NO

+ N - OPI NION

543210



b) fert i t izer costs

c) rnãchinery costs

( repa i rs etc)

d) ûreed control costs

e) 1âbour costs

f) fuel costs

g) soi t moisture

h) tillage date (spring)

i) net farm inco¡ne

5.a) what effecL hãs conservation tillãqe had on soil ero-

sion on your farn? (ie; local environnent?)

EFFECÎIVENESS NO

+ N - OPINÍ ON

543210
b) comrnent:

54
54

543210
543210
543210
543210
543210
543210

6 a) Conservation tillãge is a soìÌ mânagenent systen. Àside

from actuâl tillage ÞracLices, whât other techniques do yol.¡

use to retain crop residue on the soil surface and hoe

effective are they? Eor exâ¡nple:

EFFECTIVENESS NO

a) stubble nanâgement (strips, * N - OPINION

variable height, etc) y N 5 4 3 21 0

b) sinter cover crop (fôl] rye) y N 5 4 3 21 0

_ 15 _

c ) chem-fallor{

d) sr.¡rf ace residue management

e) green nanuring

f) strip cropping

9) contour farning

h) f ield size/orientâtion

i ) other

b) what type of cropping rotations do you follôí?

v

Y

v

Y

Y

Y

Y

7 a) How irnportant do you think snow ¡nanagement

inc reas i nq soil. noisture àvailability?

IMPORTÀNCE NO

+ N - OPINI ON

s4 3 21 0

b) connent.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0



8.a) Do you suûìner fallow? Y N

b) If yes,do you think soil moisture loss in summer fâl.lor.,

fields is nost effectively controlled by:

_ trash cover on the soiL surfâce

or

_ cr¡ltivat ion

c) connent:

9, what type of pesticides do you use on your conserva¿ion

tillage fields? Hon uell. do they perforn?

10.a) Has the high cosl of pesticides inhibited

menLing with conservation tillage techniques?

INHIBITED NO

+ N - OPINIoN

543210

-1't-

b) Connent:

11.â) Holr important is conservâtion till.age in your farr¡

operation?

IMPORTÀNCE NO

+ N - OPINI ON

54321 0

b) Comment:

your experr-

l2.a) v¡ha t type of cropping practice are you denonstrãtinq?

b) Hou is the dernonstration acreãge differen! from yoúr nor-

mal croppinq practices?

- 18 -



13, tühat is the predomi.nant soil lerture ot Lhe denonstra-

tion site?

- 

Clay 

- 

Loam 

- 

Sând

_ Clay Loam _ Sandy loarn _ other

14.a) were you practicing conservâtion til.laqe before becom-

ing a DSI,JMÀ rnember?

b) If yes, hos many years? _ How many acres? _ .

15.why did you start before/after?

16. Do you think the benefits of conservâtion tillaqe out-

weigh lhe costs?

BENEFITS NO

+ N - OPINION

54321 0

1?, llhy were you interested in this part of tbe projecl?

18.a) Is it âdvantageoùs for DSI.¡UÀ to purchase nachines for

de¡¡¡onstration? ie: a rnachine co-oÞ?

ÀDVÀNTÀGEOUS NO

+ N _ OPINION

5432f0

b) Should DSúiMÀ noney be spent

equipnent ?

'19,a) oo you feel there is sufficient infornãtion on conser-

vation till.age availabte to you?

SUFFICI ENT

INFORMÀTION NO

+ N - OPINION

54321 0

b) Do you have easy access to infornation?

till.age

20.a) Should conservation til.lage renain a part of the Dsf{l.lÀ

denonstrat ion project? Y_ N_



b) If yes, hou can the demonstrâtions be improved?

21.a) Has your attitude tovrards conservation chânged since

you became a member?

CI¡ÀNGE NO

+ N - OPINION

543210

b) How?

WÀTER RETENTION STRUCTURES

1. l{h¿t type ot structure(s) do you hêve on your farm?

â) rnul. t i -purpose daÍr

b) dry dam, flood control dan

c ) bac k f lood

2.â) when ûas it constructed?

b) what !,¡as the cost?

c) what is the storage cãpacity?

d) what is the predominant soil texture irnmediately sur-

roundi nq the site?

_ Clay _ Loan _ Sand

_ Clay loam _ Sandy loam _ Other

3.ã) what effects has the structure(s) had on your own land?

EFFSCTS NO

+ N - OPI NION

54321 0

b) Comment:



4. What effects has the stucture(s) had on:

a) i¡nnediaLe downsLream f loodi ng/erosion

b) entire drainage systen ftooding/erosion

c) perceived value for livestock water

d) adjâcent farning prâctices

e) wildlife habitãt

f) i rr igat ion ( mechanical/natural)

9) property vatue

h) aesthetic

i ) farn inco¡ne

j ) other

5.a) In your opinion, is the

s¡¡ìa L l water conLrol. structures

conLrol L i ng wâter erosion?

EFFEC

N

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

TS NO

OPI NI ON

b) comnent:

iÍìplenenta t ion of a netvrork

on Tobacco Cree k effective

6.a ) ú¡ha t,
the da¡n( s )

EFPACTIVENSSS

+N

54321

if âny, alternative uses have you developed fron

and hou effective have you found thern to be?

a)

b)

c)

NO

OPINION

0

of

in

b) what, if
f ron the dans

any, allernate uses do you intend Lo develop

within the next five years?

7.

the

EFFECTIVENESS

+N

I¡Ihy q,ere you interested in the water retention par! of

Projec t ?

543
543
543

NO

OPINION

0

0

0

La) Do you think the total benefits of the dans outoeigh

the total costs of construction?



b) Comnents:

9. Has your attitude changed towards on-fàrrn lrater manage-

r¡ent since becOminq a member?

'10,4) Should water reLenLion structures renãin ã part of the

DSI,¡ À denonstration project? Y_ N_

b) If yes, hou cân the nater structures be improved?

c) If yes, hou shoul.d the placenen! of the dans be deter-

mined?

FIELD SHELTERBSL"S

1.â) Did you have shelterbelts before joining the DSWMÀ? Y

N

b)How many miles? _ miles

2. Àre Lhese esLablished shelterbelts doing what they Here

i n tended to do?

3. Hovl rìany miles of shelLerbelts hâve your planted since

becoming a member? _rÍiles

b)Do you prefer to maintain the fiel.d shel.Èerbelts yourselt

or bave DS!{!{À do il? self_ Ds!ll.lÀ_

4. !ùhât species of trees ãre included in your shelterbelts?

-Caragana -Green ash

-vi I Losa lilãc -Siberian elm

-Buf fâloberry -Poplar varieties

-Chokecherry -wi I IoH varieties

-Honeysuckle -other

-Man i tobâ rnâple

_26_



5, tlhât is the spacing of the trees within the roÍs of your

field shelterbelts?

1 . <4 feet

2. 4-8feet
3. >8 feeL

6. tlhat spacinq within rows have you found to be nost effec-

tive?

1. <4 feet

2, 4-8feet

3. >8 feet

7,a) Do you prefer sinqle ro!¡ or multi ros shel.terbelts?

_ s i ngl.e ron

_ nult i ple rov,

b) !ühy is this yoùr prefereñce?

8.a) Hot{ effective do you think the folloeing types of shel.-

tèrbelts are in reducinq wind erosion?

nixed species

single species

b) Connent:

9.4) what effect do you think the periodicâl inclusion of

berry bushes in shelterbelts rouLd have on wildlife?

EFFECT NO

+ N - OPINION

54321 0

b) Have you done this in your shelterbelts before?

YN

c) would you consider doing this in the future?

Y- N-
10. Holr nuch time (dêys/year) do you spend maintaining your

shelterbelts?

EFFECTIVENESS NO

+ N - OPINI ON

s43210
54321 0

11a) Have you renoved field shelterbelts? y N

b) If yes how many acres? _ acres

c) why were they removed?

12.a) Are you intending to rernove âny in the future? y

N-

b) If yes çhy?

_28_



'13.a) Do you think f iel.d shelterbelts are necessary for the

conservation of soil.s on your lând? y_ N_

b) conrnent;

14. I,lhat is the predominânt soil texture shere you have

esLablished the f ield shelterbelts?

_ Clay _ Loam _ Sand

_ Clay loam _ Sañdy loãÍì _ Otber

15.a) Hoû irnportant are tietd shetterbel.ts in your farn

operation ( ie: manaqenent plan)?

IMPORTÀNCE NO

+ N - OPINION

54321 0

b) comnent:

16. How important âre they in your are:¡?

17. Whãt effects do sheLterbelts have on:

ã) reduc ing !rind erosion

b) snoi¡ trap for moisture

c) uildÌife

d) ðesthet ic

e) property va lue

f) nachinery operâ t i on

g) other

h) other

18. Àre the Shelterbelts doing uhât

do?

N

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

NO

OPI NION

19. Do you think the benefits of hãving shelterbelLs out-

wei gh the costs?

5

5

5

hey tlere i n tended to



20.ã) should field shel.terbelts remain ã pôrt of the DsitMÀ

denonstrat ion project? y_ N

b) If yes, how cân the de¡nonstration be improved?

GULLY S1ÀBILIZÀTION ÀND GRÀSSED ÍùÀÎERWÀYS

1.a) Do you have âny gully problems on your farm? Y

b) I f yes, are they getting better or norse? explain

2.a) Did you practice either of these before becoming a

mernber? cs _ cw _
b) Have you since becoming a r¡ember? cs_ cw_

3. !ùhât is the predoninãnL soil texture ât your 9u11ies

and qrassed r¡âterwâys?

_ CIay _ Loân

_ Clay loam _ Sandy loam

4. Do you think (cS / cw) is important for the conservation

of soi ls:

ã) on your farm

b) in your area

5. what effect has (cS / cúl) had on:

EFFECT NO

+ N _ OPINION

a) inrnediãte vôcinity 5 4 3 21 0

-32-

sand

Othe r

IMPORTÀNCE NO

+ N - OPT NION

543210
54321 0



b) geoeral area

c) soi I erosion

d) r¡ildlif e

e) aesthet ic

f) property va lue

g) machinery operation

h) other

6. Do you think the benefits outweigh

7. Why v¡ere you interesÈed in this part of the project?

8.a) Should these activities renain part ot the Dsi.l}tÀ

projecL? r_ N_

b) If yes, hoH could these activities be i¡nproved?

9. Has your attitùde to,rards (cS / cw) changed since you

became a member?



FORÀGE ÀND PÀSTURE IMPROVEMENT

1.a) Have you practiced forage &/or pasture iÍìprovement

before becoming a rnenber? Y_ N_

b) If yes, hor¡ ¡nany acres? _ acres

2.a)Have you expanded your area in forage [/or pâsture since

you becâme a member? Y N acres

b)Do you have more forâges than you can use on your own

operat ion? Y N

c) whaL are you doing with your forages?

3.a)what practices hãve you tried? eg:annual barriers, cover

noles etc.

b)why these specific ones? vlha! hâve been tbe effects?

c) r,,hât âreãs have you tried to inprove?

d)what vârieties of grasses,techniques etc. have you tried?

4. úÌhat is ¿he predominant soil texiure of the areas you

have inproved?

_ clay

_ CLay Loan

Loân

sandy Loan

Sand

Othêr



5. I,Jhâ t effect has forage ãnd pasture inprovement had on:

EFFECT

a) eros i on prone areôs

b) sa 1i ne/al ka] i ne areas

c) property val,ue

d) farn operation/mgnt (work Load, tine)

e) water ngnL (eg: soil ìnfiLtration)
f) crop yields

g) farÍ¡ expenses (eg: fertilizer, fences

h) other

i ) other

6.Àre you practicing ,.. and if yes, r¡ha

had on ...

forage seed production

rota t iona 1 graz i n9

delayed cut/rotat ional grãzing

NO

OPINI ON

7. Do you think the benefits out!¡eigh the costs?

8. why $ere you interested in this parL of the projecL?

ef fec È has oS!ùMÀ

EFFECT NO

N - OPINI ON

432 t 0

4321 0

4 321 0

5

5

9.a) Should it remâin part of the DSWMÀ project? Y_ N_

b) If yes, hoi{ can the de¡nonstrations be improved? e9: nake

seeding equiprnent nore readily avail.able ehen needed, devel-

op a narket for forages ... .

10.Has your aLtitude tov¡ards torage and pasture inproveneît

chanqed since becominq a member?

- 38 -



WILDLIFE

Conservâtion pracLices such as those practiced by the

DSWMÀ indirectly irnprove and provide neo habitÂt for t'ild-
life in the area. The next fe!¡ questions erilL deal uith your

feelings âbout uildlife in re1ôtion to your activities
through the DSWMÀ.

IMPORTÀNCE NO

'I .a) ln general, hor¡ i¡nportant is it for + N - OPINION

you to hâve wildlife on your far¡n? 5 4 3 2 1 0

b) conmenl:

c) what type of rildlife do you like to vier on your farn?

_ Deer

_ Moose

_ Hawks/or{ls

_ Song birds

_ Geese

_ Ducks

_ Upland bi rds

_ Foxes/Coyotes

_ Rodents

_ Other

-39-

2. Do you feel that the opportunity to

view uildlife makes tiving in â rural

area more enjoyable?

3. How interested are you in rnãking

your farn rnore attractive to wildlife?

4. Do you feel that soÍìe crop damage by

wildlife is an inevidable part of

farni ng?

5, Do you think that sloughs, bush, and

nat ive pêstures provide irnportant

habitat for ,'i Idl. i fe?

6.a) Do you think drainage, breaking

or clearing lând 'rill affect wildlife
on your farm?

b) Hou?

-N

5432

NO

OPINION

t0

t05432

54321

54321

54321



?.a) Hãve you set Âside any land on your farm tor çildlife?
Y- N-

b) How many acres?

_ ôcres of slough

_ acres of native Pasture

_ acres of bush

8. what effect does wìLdlife havê on your farm:

+N

a) aesthetic 5 4 3

b) recreation/hunting 5 4 3

c) crop depredation 5 4 3

d) property value 5 4 3

e) tresspasser problems 5 4 3

f) other _ 5 4 3

9) other _ 5 4 3

9. Do you think the advantages of hâving çildIifê on your

farn outweigh the cosLs?

E¡FECT NO

- OPI NION

10.a) In your orn opinion, Hhat eftect has your soil and

$,ater conservation ãctivities had on wildlife?

a) conservation tillage 5 4 3 2 1 0

b) Dôms

c) shelterbelts 5 4 3 21

d) cully and watertJays 5 4 3 21

e) Forages ãnd pasture 5 4 3 2 1

54321

b) How could they be inproved?



LÀNDOÍ'JNER INFORMÀTION

Final.ly, I r{ou]d Iike to âsk you a few questions for statistical
purposes only.

1. t{hal Lype of farming operation do you have?

a) 9ra ins

b) t ivestoc k

c) mixed _/_

d) other

2. I,Ihat is the Lotal acreage of your farrn?

osned

rented

3. How nany years have you farmed fuI] tine?

years.

4. In nhich age group are you?

1. 20 - 30

2. 31 -40
3. 41 - 50

4. 5r - 60

5. over 60

5. Hos mâny acres of your farn âre:

1, cuÌtivated

2, hayed _ i¡nproved.

3. pasture _ improved.

4. sIough/wetland

5. rdoodland

acres,

acres.

acres.

6. oLher

6. what is your education level?

1. up to secondary

2. post secondary

3. other

4. degrees?

7. Have you åny other ideas or conments you would like to

express that have not been deal.t uith in this intervier,¡?

un inproved

un improved



8. Location in relation to the escarpnent on_ below_

Thank you very much for you cooperation. your anssers have

been very useful.

woul.d you like ã copy of the study results? yes No




